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Green Line plan Lecture addresses religion in a globalized world
gathering steam
BY

ALEX BLUM

Daily Staff Writer

BY JEREMY

WHITE

Daily Editorial Board

Plans for the Green Line’s extension to
Somerville are currently underway. On Oct.
16, 300-400 Somerville residents participated in a meeting to voice their concerns
and preferences about this long-awaited
project.
The meeting, sponsored by the state
Executive Office of Transportation and the
Massachusetts Environmental Protection
Agency (MEPA), sought to inform the public about plans for the Green Line and
to create a forum for them to help shape
MEPA’s official description of the project.
The city scheduled the meeting after
filing the Expanded Environmental
Notification Form to gain state approval
for the extension. Bob Trane, Somerville
Alderman for Ward 7, said that this signifies
that the project is finally moving out of its
protracted planning phase.
“Basically, we’re just stepping off with
this project,” Trane said. “These are the first
baby steps aimed at getting it underway.”
Plans currently call for an extension of
the Green Line from the Lechmere station that would travel through Somerville.
The line would be accompanied by a spur
line that would connect to Union Square,
an area of Somerville located around the
intersection of Washington Street and
Somerville Ave.
Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority (MBTA) studies of a possible
see GREEN LINE, page 2

Elizabeth Prodromou, an assistant professor in the Department of International
Relations at Boston University, spoke to
about 25 students on religion, human
rights, and unexpected sources of conflict yesterday.
The lecture was part of the Religion
and Conflict lecture series sponsored
by the University Chaplain’s Office, the
Fares Center for Eastern Mediterranean
Studies, the International Relations program, and the departments of comparative religion, peace and justice studies
and political science.
Prodromou addressed what she views
as the current historical moment in
human rights, possible responses of religious actors in trying to remedy religiousbased conflict, and the phenomenon of
global proselytizing.
She began by explaining the currently
contradictory nature of human rights,
which she then tied in with globalization
and religion.
“We are living in a paradoxical
moment,” she said. “We are seeing the
best of times and the worst of times.
We see some of the best human rights
prescribed in books, and we see some of
the worst human rights problems on the
ground.”
Prodromou believes that recent
democratization and globalization have
strongly influenced the current religious
atmosphere, which in turn has had an
effect on human rights.
“Globalization and democratization
have lead not only to the plurality of

Student’s body found in Vermont
The body of missing University
of Vermont (UVM) student
Michelle Gardner-Quinn was
found on Oct. 13 on the side
of a road in Richmond, Vt.
about 15 miles east of UVM,
according to an article by the
Associated Press (AP).
Gardner-Quinn,
a
21year-old senior at UVM, was
last seen around 2 a.m. on
Saturday, Oct. 7 walking with
Brian Rooney, a 36-year-old
from Richmond. She had been
at her friend’s birthday party
and was walking back to campus when her cell phone battery died, the article said. She
stopped Rooney to ask to use
his cell phone.
According to a Tufts student,
sophomore Cory Blodgett, who
was visiting UVM the weekend that Gardner-Quinn disappeared, posters were up by 8
p.m. on Saturday night asking
if people had seen her, but it
wasn’t considered too serious
of a situation.
“At first, it was just like,
‘Missing Girl,’ ‘Have you seen
this girl?’” Blodgett said.
“Nobody was really too scared
about it.”
He noticed a difference in
both the amount of signs and
the content of the signs that
were put up on Sunday.
“The next day, the number

REBEKAH SOKOL/TUFTS DAILY

Dr. Elizabeth Prodromou (right) of Boston University is introduced by Joseph Walser,
Chairman of the Department of Comparative Religion, prior to Prodomou’s lecture entitled,
“Religion, Human Rights, and Unanticipated Sources of Conflict.”
religion, but to religion as a transnational
factor. Religion has been de-territorialized,” she said.
She said that the global access to various religions has led to governmental
controls to maintain state sovereignty.
“More often than not, states have
turned [with] increasing frequency to
compelling state interest in order to
justify the limitations on religious freedom and, more generally, human rights,”
Prodromou explained.

This trend follows old religious tactics of maintaining power. “Historically,
churches have tended to control religious
pluralism by using the state to gain a religious monopoly, and if we look around
the world today we see that tendency
continuing,” she said.
The most important concern for religious freedom and its implications for
human rights is proselytism.
see RELIGION, page 2

Candidates’ forum

of signs drastically increased,”
he said. “They were asking specific questions like, ‘Have you
seen this car?’ and they were
looking for her jewelry. That’s
when people started getting a
little nervous.”
Blodgett said that there was
a sense of “heightened awareness” on campus, especially
for girls. “They started walking
around in groups,” he said.
“Even though they say they try
to do that anyway.”
“My friend’s dad called her
and was like, ‘Just be careful
when you’re walking around
,because that guy is still out
there.’”
The search for GardnerQuinn by police, the F.B.I., and
by volunteers from the university — many of them students
— began that week.
It culminated with the discovery of the body and the
arrest of Rooney, who allegedly
has a history of sexual assault
and molestation.
“Rooney, who was arrested
Friday and charged with sexual
assault and lewd or lascivious
conduct with a child, has been
named by Burlington police as
a suspect in Gardner-Quinn’s
death, but he has not been
charged with it,” the AP article
said.
— Sarah Butrymowicz

TIM FITZSIMONS/TUFTS DAILY

Sophomore Greg Meiselbach speaks in last night’s canidate forum in Hotung Café. The four
candidates for the open sophomore seat in the Tufts Community Union Senate participated in
a forum to familiarize students with their platforms and experience. The candidates — Michael
Dolacky, Samantha Schnier, Emerson Luke and Meiselbach — have experience ranging from participation on the Concert Board to the Young Entrepreneurs at Tufts (YET).
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Boston’s universities to ‘step up’ to the plate and help city’s public schools
BY SOPHIE CEDOLA
AND SARAH BUTRYMOWICZ

Contributing Writer and Daily Editorial Board

Boston Mayor Thomas M. Menino
announced on Sept. 28 the creation of
an initiative to help underperforming
public schools in Boston.
The program, called Step UP
(University Partnership), will unite
five Boston colleges, including Tufts,
in donating $10 million in direct services and monetary funds to ten public
schools in Boston.
“This unprecedented collaboration
has the ability to transform a child’s day
from the typical six-hour school day to
an extended day, complete with morning and after-school programs, social
services and health services: all the
tools a child needs to succeed,” Menino
said in a press release.
Tufts,
Har vard
University,
Northeastern
University,
Boston
University and Boston College have

pledged their time, money and services
to Step UP for the next five years.
These schools, Menino said, have
“stepped up to the plate in a big way.”
“It’s not just about getting these
schools out of the basement, but
with the help of these universities,
[we want] to create model schools,”
Deputy Superintendent of Teaching and
Learning for the Boston Public Schools
Chris Coxon said.
Step UP will assist the selected schools
in six key areas: professional development for teachers, school readiness for
students, curriculum and instructional
support before and after school, student wellness, and parental engagement in school.
The universities, the city of Boston
and outside experts will work together
to track and evaluate the program’s success from the start as part of a review
system.
Part of the funding provided by the
universities will go to paying for a “fulltime program director to coordinate

these services,” Menino said.
A definite timeframe is not yet set for
the program, according to Coxon. The
schools that need help still need to be
identified and then paired with the services different universities can offer.
“Our goal is to have sometime after
Thanksgiving and before Christmas the
schools that have been identified share
their data with [the universities],” he
said.
The schools’ data will show what their
needs are. The universities will then be
able to let the schools know what “they
have the capacity to do,” Coxon said.
Coxon expects most of Tufts’ aid to
come in from health and social services,
citing Tufts’ expertise in those areas,
although he also expects contributions
from the College of Arts and Sciences in
the areas of math and science.
Tufts University School of Dental
Medicine and the Friedman School of
Nutrition Science and Policy at Tufts are
prepared to institute dental screenings
as well as education in nutrition and

physical activity, said Barbara Rubel,
Director of Community Relations.
“Nutrition, physical activity and oral
health are all linked to school performance,” Rubel wrote in an e-mail to the
Daily.
The services that Tufts will offer, however, “will depend, to a large extent, on
the needs of the individual schools,”
Rubel added.
“Our goal is to further strengthen the
partnership that has existed for many
years between Tufts University and the
communities in which we operate,”
Rubel said. “For all of the universities
involved, it is an opportunity to invest
in the health and competitiveness of the
Boston area.”
Sophomore Sarah Ober thinks Tufts
couldn’t use its resources any better.
“I think it’s a wonderful thing to help
underachieving students, and hopefully the program will be a success with
repercussions lasting well beyond the
five years allotted it,” Ober said.

Somerville psyched to go green — with the Green subway line, that is...
GREENLINE
continued from page 1

extension of the Green Line
northwest into Somerville began
to appear as early as 1963. A commitment to the extension was
made in 1991 when legislators
first approved the Big Dig highway project, which included a
number of measures to reduce
pollution from the road.
As part of this project, the state
promised to have the Green Line
extended by Dec. 31, 2011.
One of the 27 initiatives aimed
at this goal was the proposed
extension of the T’s Green Line
into Somerville, said Thomas
Champion, Executive Director of
Communications for the Mayor
of Somerville.
“The backstory on this is that
the Green Line was one of a number of environmental mitigation
initiatives included in the package for the Big Dig,” he said. “The
idea was that the state would do
its best to reduce vehicle trips
and the adverse effects caused by
vehicle trips.”
In recent years, the focus has
shifted from roads to the transit
component of the greater Big Dig
package, Champion said.
The most optimistic estimate
is that the new stops will be open
to the public in 2011, although
the state has requested a deadline
extension to 2014.

“These are state obligations,”
Champion said. “It’s really a question of the state, as they complete
the main project, to go back to the
other commitments they made.”
Citizens have rallied behind
the project, decrying the isolation
of Somerville areas that are not
close enough to the T.
Former resident David R. Wood,
who recently moved out of Union
Square because of the inconvenience, said that connecting the
area to the T would be a boon to
the region.
“I think it would make it a lot
more attractive for folks to move
in,” he said. “It would definitely
improve the dynamic. [There]
would be a lot more of a demand
for goods and services in that
area.”
Champion said that, convenience aside, the extension would
foster economic growth and
Somerville’s extension as a cultural center. He pointed to the
blossoming of Davis Square after
the addition of the T stop.
“What’s become clearer to
state and local planners [is] that
economic development on the
scale and density to succeed in a
major urban area usually requires
a transit component,” Champion
said.
Somerville Mayor Joe Curtatone
said that, especially given
Somerville’s high population den-

sity, its residents are eager for the
mobility and general prosperity
they feel goes hand in hand with
greater proximity to public transportation.
“I think the benefits speak for
themselves,” he said. “People
want to live in the urban core. All
urban cities have major transits;
it’s a function of quality of life.”
The
increasing
distance
between the project’s approval
and its realization has been a
source of frustration to its supporters in Somerville.
John Carlisle, the press secretary
for the Massachusetts Executive
Office of Transportation, said that
a long waiting period is often
characteristic of such a largescale endeavor, especially when
it comes to clearing the hurdles of
state approval.
“With large projects like this,
from conception to construction,
it’s not unusual for it take a long
periods of time, particularly when
it impacts neighborhoods,” he
said.
Despite these roadblocks,
Curtatone said the state government has seen the citizens’ determination for the project’s completion.
“I think there’s overwhelming
support,” he said. “You can see
from past meetings, as well as this
one, that there’s unified support
to bring transit to Somerville.”

COURTESY VANSHNOOKENRAGGEN.COM

A rendering of a future MBTA systems map includes a Green Line extension stop at “Medford Hillside/Tufts” along the commuter rail tracks
behind Brown & Brew.

Prosthelytizing can create problematic human rights law implications
RELIGION
continued from page 1

“The right to proselytize has become
equivalent to religious freedom and,
therefore, in terms of human rights laws
and institutions, we’ve seen a commitment to protecting the rights of religious communities to proselytize,” she
said.
Although proselytizing seems like a
positive trend, it has created global religious competition.
“The phenomenon of proselytism,

MARKETS

although associated with human rights
law in practice ... has created enormous
tensions across religious lines,” she said.
“In many ways, it has generated a war for
souls, conceptually and in some cases literally.”
This problem stems from the ambiguity
of international law regarding proselytizing and its relation to human rights.
“International law is vague about proselytism, so what we see is a global breakdown of consensus regarding religious
freedom and how to best protect religious
freedom,” she said.

WEATHER FORECAST

In conclusion, Prodromou explained
that religious freedom exists as the most
pressing issue of human rights.
“The phenomenon of religious rights
protections is the single most lightning
rod issue of how we protect human freedoms in the future,” she said.
Joseph Walser, the Chair of the Tufts
Department of Comparative Religion,
helped organize the lecture because he
felt it would address controversies important to the current society.
“There a lot of things happening now
that make this subject very topical so we
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decided to have series of lectures on religion and conflict,” he said.
Walser said he was pleased with the
poignancy of the lecture. “I thought it was
a great lecture,” he said. “It was very much
in consonance with what I have been
teaching all term.”
Students enjoyed the speaker and felt
enriched by the unanticipated focus of the
lecture.
“I thought it was interesting. She talked
a lot about globalization and democratization. I didn’t really expect that, and I
learned a lot,” sophomore Erin Kim said.

QUOTE OF THE DAY
Now, I’m a nerd ... But
even I have my nerdy
limits. For example, I
will not go up to the
average person and recommend a show called
“Battlestar Gallactica.”
Devin Toohey
Daily columnist
see page 5
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Life by chocolate: Guilty pleasure not so bad
BY

TINA YE

Contributing Writer

Yes, there is a light at the end of this
tunnel of madness called midterms, and I
do believe it involves chocolate. Not only
because it strikes a deep, primal chord
of utter satisfaction in many palates, but
also because chocolate is healthy! Wait,
what?
I should clarify. Here, have some scientific-sounding, multi-syllabic vocabulary:
we are probably all very familiar with the
term “antioxidant” by now (thanks a lot,
POM). An antioxidant is a compound
that is believed to help the body resist cell
damage caused by free radicals, which
are destructive chemicals formed in quotidian body processes like breathing.
Raw cacao beans have a substantial
amount of antioxidants known as fla-

vonoids, which are used by plants to
repair cell damage and to defend against
environmental toxins. Humans can reap
these same benefits by consuming flavonoid-rich plants or their processed products, such as ... chocolate bars!
Now before you lay determined siege
to the nearest Godiva, I should point out
my use of the word “processed.” While
raw cacao is amazingly healthy, it is not
entirely tasty. It requires drying, roasting, and fermentation to reduce the naturally pungent aroma of cacao beans.
Unfortunately, all this manipulation also
reduces the flavonoid content.
The chocolate with which we are
familiar, dressed in its shiny foil, is actually a highly-processed package with only
a fraction of the antioxidant power of,
say, a handful of blueberries. And it’s a
package replete with ample amounts of

sugars and fats, at that. While it is true
that cocoa butter is similar to olive oil in
that it contains heart-healthy oleic acid,
it also contains bad cholesterol-building
saturated fats. So chocolate is not a miracle drug; it never was. However, enjoyed
in moderation (like everything else), it
does offer a relatively guiltless reason to
smile.
This week, in honor of clearing the
week’s hurdles, set aside some time to
treat yourself and your sweet tooth. Try
out these two recipes, both of which
showcase the rich taste of chocolate.
When buying chocolate, remember that
higher cocoa content (i.e. dark chocolate)
denotes higher flavonoid content.
This first one is incredibly rich, easy,
and quick to make, all thanks to the
invention of the microwave. (And it’s a
good way to get some calcium.)

KATE PECK AND BRDIGET REDDINGTON |
BROADS ABROAD

Living with lederhosen ...
and other Austrian
stereotypes

D

ear Kate,
I thought you would appreciate this, considering your

letter last week regarding sexism in
Eastern Europe. Around Vienna, there
are a bunch of ads for Palmer’s, which is

Homemade Hot Chocolate

similar to Victoria’s Secret, that feature

Ingredients:
*1 cup milk
*2 tablespoons half-and-half (optional but recommended)
*1 oz. chocolate of choice (about 1/6 cup chocolate chips)

eight or nine women in thong underwear with their rears facing the viewer.

Directions:
1) Chop the chocolate very finely. Use a knife to pretty much shave
chocolate off the bar. I find it helpful to do this on a sheet of paper so you
can just pick up the paper and funnel its contents into the mug later.
2) Pour the milk and half-and-half into a microwave-safe mug. Microwave
for 2 minutes on high or until you can see the milk just starting to foam.
Watch carefully to make sure it doesn’t actually boil and spill over.
3) Stir in the chocolate until it is melted.

TINA YE/TUFTS DAILY

This next recipe is a bit more involved, but
it is a good way to make your friends instantly
loyal to you forever. Because did I perchance
mention that it is...

TINA YE/TUFTS DAILY

The Best From-Scratch Chocolate Cake
Ever, and If Not, at Least a Very Good One
Ingredients:
*3 oz. semi-sweet chocolate (about ½ cup chocolate chips)
*1 cup all-purpose flour
*½ teaspoon baking powder
*½ teaspoon baking soda
*¼ teaspoon salt
*1 stick unsalted butter, softened
*1 cup sugar
*1 teaspoon vanilla extract
*½ cup sour cream (the not-so-secret secret ingredient)
Directions:
1) Preheat oven to 350°F with rack positioned in the center.
2) Melt the chocolate. One of the best ways is to construct a double boiler out of a
pot and a larger, heat-resistant bowl; just boil water in the pot and place the bowl
over the pot; the heat from the steam below will melt chocolate in the bowl. Stir
gently to speed the process.
3) Whisk together flour, baking powder and soda, and salt. Set aside.
4) In a separate bowl, using a large spoon, cream softened butter and sugar together. Mix in the melted chocolate. Then mix in the eggs, vanilla, and sour cream. Finally,
add the flour mixture from step 3. Whip this all together until smooth and even.
5) Pour the batter into a cake pan (or you can make cupcakes, as we did, if you
have a muffin pan and cupcake cups). Bake for about 20 minutes, or until a wooden
toothpick stuck in the center comes out clean (no light brown residue).

TINA YE/TUFTS DAILY

After making these yumful creations yourself, you will forever wonder why “Death by
Chocolate” ever made any sense. And if you
afterwards find yourself in an existential
quandary, just pop a few additional morsels of chocolate, and everything will be all
right. Cheers!

One of the more creative Viennese
graffiti artists emblazoned all of these
billboards with the words “F--- Sexism,”
with one letter written on each exposed
butt cheek. At least we know there are a
few feminists around here.
So lately, I’ve realized that, although
I’ve done my best to blend in as a
European up to this point, I have to
admit, I’m sometimes very willing to let
people know I’m American. The reaction
it elicits is often priceless.
For instance, when I was in Bratislava,
a pair of elderly men approached my
friends and me as we were passing by the
opera house. When they discovered we
were from America after a few minutes
of conversation, they began to laugh.
One of the men, a former boatman from
Holland, asked us if we were from New
York, and since I’m from New Jersey,
which is close enough, I said I was.
His eyes absolutely lit up. “New York!”
he yelled. “The greatest city in the world!
Times Square! Empire State Building!
Statue of Liberty! Broadway!”
This reaction isn’t so rare. A lot of
Austrians that I’ve met talk about traveling to America the way we talk about
traveling to Europe: with a certain sense
of romance. New York and San Francisco
seem to be the most popular destinations, but Boston and Washington, D.C.
also have gotten a few mentions. For
the most part, people think the United
States is pretty amazing.
After talking with the various
Europeans my age that I’ve met, though,
there are definitely a lot of negative
stereotypes about Americans. We know
about most of them: We’re loud, wasteful; we wear ugly shoes and athletic
clothes everywhere, we’re all rich, and
American women are easy (according to
Europeans, of course).
Thankfully, most of these young people don’t extend those stereotypes to
politics. They realize that we don’t all
agree with the political actions of our
country. In fact, they’re aware of the
polarization that has formed between
the conservative and liberal portions of
our population and recognize that, as
20-somethings, most of us fall into the
liberal category.
I can’t say I had too many stereotypes
formed about Europeans before I came
here, aside from images of Austrian men
in lederhosen and women twirling and
singing in the Alps, but there is one that
I’ve found is pretty off-base.
From what I know about recent
see BROADS, page 4
Bridget Reddington and Kate Peck are
juniors majoring in English. They can be
reached at bridget.reddington@tufts.edu
and katherine.peck@tufts.edu.
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Gone phishing: Internet scammers target younger consumers
BY JOE

PANGBURN

Daily Wildcat

Students should be more
careful when giving out their
personal information and
wary of e-mails and scammers
phishing for their information,
University of Arizona officials
said.
Many UA students recently
received e-mails that appeared
to be sent from Arizona State
Credit Union. The e-mails
asked members and nonmembers of the bank to restore
access to their accounts by
opening a link and entering
their personal information.
The e-mail appeared to be
a part of fraud-prevention
efforts by the bank, but the
Arizona State Credit Union,
and most all banks for that
matter, don’t use e-mails as a
part of their fraud-prevention
efforts, said Paul Stull, senior
vice president of marketing
for the Arizona State Credit
Union.

“We never will send an email concerning those notices,” Stull said. “It will typically
be a phone call or a letter sent
in the mail.”
The intent of the phishing e-mail and other phishing scams is to fish for users’
personal information, including PIN numbers, passwords,
credit card information and
social security numbers, said
Kurt Fenstermacher, a management information systems
assistant professor.
“There is no reason to ask
for your PIN number or your
debit or credit card information,” Stull said. “We have that
already. It doesn’t make sense
for an institution to ask that.”
The average age of a person
who falls victim to a phishing
scam, via e-mail or in person,
is 23, Stull said.
“It would naturally affect
more frequent Internet users,”
Fenstermacher said. “Phishing
requires you to enter your
account info, and the major-

ity of people who are used to
online banking skew younger.”
Younger people are more
comfortable with filling out
forms online and working with
Web pages, where older generations would be more suspicious, Fenstermacher said.
Banks and businesses are
working at cracking down on
the phishers, but it isn’t easy,
and they appreciate the help
of the public, Stull said.
Some Web browsers and email accounts are beginning to
keep tabs on possible phishing
sites and giving users an option
to say “this is phishing,” similar
to the “this is junk/spam mail”
option, Fenstermacher said.
A phishing scam in person
can be more difficult to see
through.
Earlier this month, family
studies sophomore Julianna
Bradley was asked by a man if
she would like to sign a petition inflicting harsher punishments on sex offenders. She

agreed and began filling out
the form.
“Then he started asking me
my name, mother’s maiden
name, social security number
and stuff like that,” Bradley
said. “At first I was just answering them, not thinking about
it. Then I stopped and asked
why he needed it.”
The two men were holding
a stack of voter registration
forms, Bradley said.
They told her they had to fill
out the information in order
to validate the names on the
petition.
“I asked them which organization they were with and how
I could know that they were
legit,” Bradley said. “They
couldn’t give me anything
good, so I knew it was a fake.”
Bradley took the form with
her information from the man
and began to walk away, and
he told her that she couldn’t
have it. She blacked out her
personal information and took
the bottom copies with her,

according to the police report.
The incident was reported
to the University of Arizona
Police Department, and police
told Bradley that she was right
to do what she did because the
men were probably scammers,
Bradley said.
The men were not registered
with the college to be out signing people up for any petition,
and they wore no identifying
company symbols or information like other people registering UA students to vote,
Bradley said.
Kelley Bogart, a network
technology solutions coordinator for CCIT, said students
are not as careful with their
personal information as they
should be.
“I’ve heard students on the
phone with a bank or credit
card company giving them
their date of birth and social
security number,” Bogart said.
“Anyone around them can hear
that. They need to be careful
with that information.”

OFF THE HILL | BOSTON UNIVERSITY

Boston renters petition City Council for collective bargaining rights
BY JARRET

BERG

The Daily Free Press

Boston tenants hoping for fair treatment and increased representation in
landlord disputes may receive this support if new measures proposed by tenant
advocacy groups are supported by the
Boston City Council.
Housing Committee Chair CouncilorAt-Large Sam Yoon led an exploratory
hearing Oct. 4 to explain the proposal to
increase collective bargaining rights for
tenants, similar to the way unions negotiate with employers.
Representatives for landlords, tenants,
developers and labor unions presented
testimony to the Housing Committee,
which hoped to determine whether advocating for large numbers of tenants at
a time is in the best interest of both
groups.
Steve Meacham, the coordinator for
City Life-Vida Urbana who spoke before
the Committee, argued that increasing

real estate values in many neighborhoods
are often because of improvements in the
community, which he credited to the tenants who live there.
“But if you are a tenant, that effort
comes back to haunt you,” Meacham
said. “Your rent is raised and you’re driven out.”
“Just because rent is market rent, doesn’t
mean it’s fair rent,” he said. “Fair rent is
negotiated through fair bargaining.”
Yet, Meacham said he opposes rent
control.
“My opponents tend to equate regulation of any kind as rent control,” he
said. “They’re against inspectional services department regulation, for example,
[rent control] is their hot button issue
— it’s how they rally their troops.”
Meacham explained rent control
occurs when “the city gains the power
from the state to do local regulation of
rent.”
When asked how this new proposal differs from those that failed in past years,

Meacham explained, “the collective bargaining, by contrast, involves the city
in only facilitating and encouraging the
process of bringing parties to the bargaining table.”
Opponents, including the Small
Property Owners of America, call the collective bargaining “rent control with a
union flavor.”
SPOA, the largest rental property owner
in Massachusetts, denounces the new
initiative on its Web site.
“As always, rent control spells trouble
for all owners,” the site states. “Either you
will lose control of your property or you
will pay higher property taxes.”
SPOA Director Skip Schloming opposes collective bargaining measures.
“We can all be sure that tenants will
come back at the end of the contract and
negotiate for additional periods of belowmarket rent,” he said.
Property-owner advocates also fear
increased bargaining power will lead to
rent strikes by organized tenants.

OFF THE HILL | UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

Dieticians say students shouldn’t skip breakfast
BY

OLIVIA MORAN

McClatchy Tribune

For most college students,
breakfast consists of leftovers
from the night before or — on a
healthy day — a couple of PopTarts.
That is, if they eat anything
at all.
In a study conducted by
Datamonitor, the average
American skips 58.6 breakfasts
per year, but 68 percent have
been working toward healthier
eating habits in the past year.
With the newly renovated Burge Market Place at the
University of Iowa and, on the
west campus, Hillcrest Market
Place, it would seem that students — at least those living in
the dorms — have no excuse
not to eat breakfast a couple
of times per week. But Julie
Hamel, Burge Market Place
assistant manager, said the cafeteria feeds roughly 2,400 students each day for lunch and
dinner but only 800 for breakfast.
“I would say they don’t want
to get up that early, and a lot of
kids just don’t really like breakfast,” she said.
UI sophomore Alexa Groff is
a case in point. She said she

skips breakfast because she
“doesn’t want to get up much
earlier.”
Because students are offered
breakfast food, such as waffles
and cereal, all day, Hamel said
diners are more inclined to eat
breakfast food during lunch
hours.
But skipping breakfast can
lead to more than just a hungry
morning, experts say.
Kathy Mellen, a Student
Health dietitian, said foregoing
breakfast forces people to compensate later in the day, which
leads to overeating.
“You skip a meal, and it
catches up with you later in the
day,” she said. “People who skip
don’t get enough fiber in their
diet.”
Fiber gives people the feeling of being full and also
helps control blood sugar, said
Mellen, who added that cereal
is a perfect example of a healthfriendly breakfast. Cereals such
as Frosted Mini Wheats and Oat
Bran, which contain five grams
of fiber per serving, would be
ideal, Mellen added.
But for some students,
a bowl of cereal may not be
enough. For those with an 8:30
a.m. class, Mellen recommended adding yogurt or toast with

peanut butter to the meal.
It seems UI students are
falling noticeably deeper into
the habit of skipping breakfast
every morning. UI sophomore
Kate Phillips has scratched
the idea of a nutritious meal
with one of the most popular replacements — a breakfast
bar.
“I occasionally get a coffee or
something quick, like a NutriGrain Bar,” she said. “It holds
you over until around 2 p.m.”
But Phillips’ Nutri-Grain Bar
diet is one that does not comply with healthy breakfast standards. Mellen said the bars are
not a good source of fiber and
do not leave students full for a
long time.
Instead, she recommends
students devise a new breakfast
plan.
“You don’t have to eat in the
dining hall,” she said. “You can
put the dry cereal in a baggy
and grab juice or water and
take that with you to eat on
your way.”
As for the dining halls,
Mellen added that although
Burge and Hillcrest food may
not be the best options, they do
offer nutritious choices, which
is what students need for a balanced, healthy diet.

Taran Grigsby, a lawyer for the Mayo
Group, said, from his experience, collective bargaining does not work.
“You’d see two devastating things happen,” Grigsby said. “One, it would not be
a chilling effect; you will see an immediate freeze in the development of rental
housing in Boston.”
“Two, the existing stock will deteriorate
and if you tell a landlord that his income
is going to be capped for the sake of tenants, they will stop investing in the building,” he continued.
No action was taken as a result of
the exploratory hearing, even though the
SPOA Web site suggests that a report will
likely be filed and then the issue will be
brought to yet another vote.
Rent control protection for tenants existed in Boston, Cambridge and
Brookline until 1994, when citywide real
estate groups sponsored a ballot initiative which passed 51 percent to 49 percent, eliminating rent regulation in those
three cities.

Lederhosen is not a myth
BROADS
Continued from page 3

European history, I had the idea
that the fall of Communism
had, of course, left some unrest,
but that the institution of capitalism had ultimately ended up
doing well. It did — just looking
at Prague and Bratislava can
show you that — but even after
over a decade and a half, there
are still people who would prefer their old way of life.
A guy I met in Poland
explained to me that although
the younger generations are
acclimating well, since they are
going through college and getting used to being financially
independent now, their parents
just long for “the days when
everyone had a job.”
More interesting still was a
conversation I had with an older
tour guide in Prague, whom a
friend of mine asked what was
different between now and then.
His response was that “then,
you couldn’t want anything.” I
was immediately reminded of
an English course I took last
year where the professor had
said that exact sentence about
the era several times throughout the semester.
I’ve found, really, that
moments like that — when I
realize that what I have studied
actually happened or is happening

where I am — are frequent here.
I’ve seen dozens of works by
my favorite artists, Klimt and
Schiele, and I’m able to speak
the language I’m studying on a
daily basis.
After studying the Holocaust
and its surrounding history
in various courses, I went to
Auschwitz and Birkenau and
saw the most unadulterated
presentation of that history that
I’ve seen yet. You just can’t do
that anywhere else, and it’s so
interesting to learn from experience, really, rather than just
textbooks.
Another good part about
being here is that I got to form
some really great new stereotypes about Austrians, and
they’re mostly true, too: first of
all, Austrians don’t understand
lines. The concept of “line”
does not translate. Basically,
it’s everyone for themselves,
and watch out for the little old
ladies.
Second, waiters are mean,
and the more famous the café
is, the meaner they are. And
people really DO wear lederhosen. So there you go — a few
generalizations about Austrians
just to even out the score with
their generalizations about us.
Can’t wait to see
you in November,
Bridget
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I want my, I want my, I want my TUTV
BY

DEVIN TOOHEY | WHEN POP CULTURE
GOES BAD

AMANI SMATHERS

Contributing Writer

At most other schools, not every student has the opportunity to create his or
her own television show before graduating. Thanks to TUTV, Tufts students with
skills or an interest in media have this
chance, and many are taking advantage
of it.
This year, TUTV has grown to over
120 members, including about 30 new
members currently in training. When
students join TUTV, they are asked to
complete a training process at the studio
so that they are comfortable with the
equipment and behind-the-camera procedures. After training, students work on
“Jumbo Love Match” to get experience
with their new skills before taking on
further projects.
Production manager Chris Hazenbush,
a sophomore, describes TUTV as a club.
Instead of dictating projects like other
media publications, TUTV lets students
come to the organization with their ideas
and then provides them with the people
and equipment that can turn their ideas
into reality. “We help people make shows
and be creative from a media standpoint,” Hazenbush said.
The station does not aim for a certain number of new shows per semester,
President Luke Yu, a senior, said, but
instead aims at making sure that “as
many students who want to make a show
[can] make a show.” The great thing

You HAVE to read
this column

I

are officially in full swing. And

of all your favorite characters, have
something to talk about when you
hit an awkward pause in conversation, and, most importantly, have
so many other options about how to
COURTESY PRESCOTT GADD

The cast of ‘50,’ filmed last year, features Laura Semine (LA ‘06) and junior Stephen Wise
(both pictured above) in a Tufts-themed take on FOX’s ‘24.’

spend your nights instead of doing
problem sets. Everyone wins. Right?

about TUTV is that it allows students
to “use production-style equipment to
meet their goals,” Yu said.
Students can bring proposals to TUTV

at any time throughout the semester,
although most are submitted at the
see TUTV, page 7

Califone’s latest won’t give a cavity on either ‘Root’ or ‘Crown’
MARTY SATTELL

Daily Staff Writer

The band Califone, unlike the brand
of educational audio equipment from
whence it draws its name, has consis-

Roots & Crowns
Califone

Thrill Jockey
tently put forth albums that disseminate
auditory creativity rather than pedantry.
Their latest effort, 2006’s “Roots & Crowns”
proves that Califone are scholars of sonic
texture, incorporating synthesizers and
sequencers into otherwise typical acoustic
blues songs.
The Windy City-based experimental
blues-rock outfit began in 1998 as the
artistic conduit of former Red Red Meat
vocalist and guitarist Tim Rutili. Initially,
Califone’s repertoire was comprised of the

what that means: TV seasons

all is well. You can find out the fates

CD REVIEW

BY

t’s mid-October. You know

THRILL JOCKEY RECORDS

Califone will have you dreaming of their
latest album on such a winter’s day.
solo, computer-made music of Rutili, but
quickly began to expand with the incorporation of other artists from the Chicago
post-rock scene.
Eventually, with the acquisition of

unique instrumentalists like members
of Tortoise and Fruit Bats and former
RRM bandmates, Rutili’s once solo effort
became the purveyor of the unique blend
of sparse noise, deconstructed country
and folk arrangements of which fans of
Califone have become so fond.
Much like its alternative folk contemporary Akron/Family, Califone employs a
myriad of unconventional techniques in
both vocals and instrumentation. “Roots
& Crowns” is the most recent in a series
of Califone albums that explore the traditional use of sound in modern indie
music. Throughout the album, it utilizes
a formula of accenting its songs via seemingly disparate aesthetics.
Rutili’s gravelly voice is the obvious
example of this. His rough crooning is
often laid atop sweet acoustic tones.
Instead of sounding out of place, however,
his voice only highlights the tonal qualities of Califone’s underlying compositions.
The voice modulations and chorales that
see CALIFONE, page 7

MOVIE REVIEW

‘Deliver Us’ documents pedophilia in the Catholic Church
BY YOLANDA

FAIR

Daily Staff Writer

Demonic children, horrifying houses,
bloody body parts and lots and lots of
screams are usual Friday the 13th fare. But

Deliver Us From Evil
Written and directed by Amy Berg
this past Friday, “Deliver Us From Evil,” a
documentary about the Catholic Church
and pedophilia, was released, exploring
topics more unsettling than any horror
film. Written and directed by Amy Berg, this
documentary follows the stories of one of
the most infamous pedophilic priests and
his victims.
While other weekend horror films
involved creatures and antagonists from
LIONS GATE FILMS

‘Deliver Us From Evil’ delves into the personal histories behind pedophilia among Catholic priests.

see DELIVER, page 7

Wrong! Because, dear reader, you
must know that the beginning of
a TV season brings a sinister little
hitchhiker with it: the recommendation. You know exactly what I mean:
the constant badgering by those people who call themselves your friends
to watch a certain show. “It’s sooo
good!” they’ll cry. “It’ll change your
life!”
The thing is, its actual “goodness”
or “not goodness” is irrelevant. For
some reason or another, you just
simply don’t care about the show, no
matter how much your peers may
rave about it. And honestly, you just
want them to shut up.
Now, I’m not saying those recommendations don’t sometimes have
backing. Occasionally, you’ll turn on
the TV, accidentally watch the program, and think “So THAT’S what
they all were raving about! Wow! I
wish I started watching sooner!”
“Arrested Development” and “The
Venture Bros.” stand among those
ranks for me.
But, unfortunately, those examples
are far outnumbered by the worse
kind. You turn on the television,
expecting 22 (or 45) minutes of nighorgasmic bliss at the brilliance of this
show ... only to feel underwhelmed,
bored, or just plain annoyed by the
end. And, of course, when you go up
to your friends and tell them that ...
well, let’s just say you can always find
new friends, right?
Now to go over all of these shows
would take years. To make a ranking
list would be rather hypocritical of
me, considering last week’s column.
So I’m just going to point out a few
that have been causing particular
misery and frustration in my otherwise happy existence.
“Battlestar Gallactica” — Now, I’m a
nerd. I will admit so freely. But even
I have my nerdy limits. For example,
I will not go up to the average person and recommend a show called
“Battlestar Gallactica.” Furthermore,
I will not go up to said person, make
such a recommendation, and then go
on to claim it is the best show on TV.
I don’t care how relevant its political
commentary is. I don’t care if they
revealed the cure to AIDS during the
great three-part space battle against
the Klingons (yes, yes, I know). At
see TOOHEY, page 7
Devin Toohey is a sophomore majoring in Classics. He can be reached at
Devin.Toohey@tufts.edu.
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TUTV plans improvements and new series for the year No must-see TV
TUTV
day for Toohey
continued from page 5

beginning. As long as the student is
willing to put in the effort and time to
fulfill his or her goals, TUTV will supply
equipment, training and crew members
to help make the show.
“It can be difficult for a group of students to make a TV show,” Hazenbush
said, because classes and other commitments require so much time. That is why
many TUTV shows are shot one episode
at a time and do not yet have a premiere
date or a regular schedule.
Despite the obstacles, however, Yu
said that there were an above-average
number of show ideas submitted this
semester that are likely to be realized.
“We have a lot of dedicated people this
semester,” Yu said, many of whom have
already begun working on their projects.
Here’s a list of new shows to look for
on TUTV this semester:
“New England Radar” is a weekly
news talk show featuring Tufts news,
sports, politics and fashion from senior
Heather Hauswirth and junior James
Bologna (who is also a news editor for
The Daily). The show has already aired a

few times this semester and should be a
regularly-appearing broadcast.
“50” is a take-off of the Fox hit, “24,” set
in a fifty-minute class block at Tufts. Filmed
last year, “50” is currently in the editing
stage and will appear in five ten-minute
episodes this semester. Highlight of the
series: a chase scene through campus.
“A Series of Interrelated Shorts” is
seniors Prescott Gadd and Yuya Morimoto’s
aptly named series of episodes of different
genres, each with its own main character
who makes appearances as a minor character in other episodes.
“Good Eats with Alexis” will showcase
reviews of diverse ethnic restaurants in
the greater Tufts area by senior Alexis
Miller. “The restaurants will range in
food themes, environment and price,
yet all restaurants will focus on reasonable student budgets,” said Miller, and
the show will “delve into aspects of how
these eating spots are intertwined into
the larger community.”
“Six Months” tells the story of Jake, a
college student who has been diagnosed
with cancer and given six months to
live. According to sophomore creators
Harry Waksberg (who is a contributing
writer for The Daily) and Miles Donovan,

Jake decides to take advantage of his
illness and be as rude to people as possible. Casting for “Six Months” has just
wrapped up, and filming should begin
soon.
“Drink and Jive” promises to combine
performances by Tufts dance groups and
demonstrations on how to make crazy
cocktails in a “Dinner and a Movie” style,
according to creators Jenny Rose and
Emily Chapper, both sophomores.
JumboCast will continue working
with TUTV, supplying it with footage of
sports events, lectures and other campus goings-on.
Along with these new shows, this
semester will see various improvements.
TUTV has planned to purchase large
LCD monitors for use in the editing process and will convert old filmed material
to digital files that can be stored on two
new archiving computers.
TUTV is available 24/7 on campus
on channel 23 and online through its
Web site. Although it is currently only
possible to stream the broadcast, one
of TUTV’s long-term goals is to put its
digital files on the Internet so that students can have access to old shows and
broadcasts on-demand.

Discerning blues listeners will appreciate Califone’s ‘Roots’
CALIFONE
continued from page 5

unexpectedly find their way into songs
cannot help but do the same.
The album begins with “Pink & Sour,”
a fast-paced noisy fanfare of tribal-like
drums and incomprehensibly complex
musical arcs. The album then moves
unexpectedly into the poppy “Spiders
House.” The latter is a slower, more
uniform track, containing unchanging guitar and drum lines as its base.
Throughout the song, however, Califone
layers outwardly atypical instruments
(such as the horns of collaborators Bitter
Tears or the glockenspiel) on top of that
foundation.
Although both songs are seamless, they
are perhaps the least similar on the entire
album, and their placement next to one
another exhibits Califone’s stylistic versatility and their untraditionally beautiful
sound.
In addition to the atypical instruments
that pop up periodically throughout its
songs, Califone also inserts non-instrumental sonic elements such as the field
recordings of a mall arcade in “Black Metal
Valentine,” or the fuzzy news broadcast in
“A Chinese Actor.”
Of the 13-track album, there are but
three rock anthems: “A Chinese Actor,”
“The Orchids” and “3Legged Animals.”
In addition to the driving guitar and pop
drum lines in both “A Chinese Actor” and
“3 Legged Animals,” Califone avoids any
traditionalism. By dint of the feedback and
white noise, the band, in effect, launches
what would otherwise be a traditional
rock song into a realm of shoegaze and

THRILL JOCKEY RECORDS

So this is what a guitar looks like!
noiserock.
“The Orchids,” is the apex of “Roots
and Crowns.” It is easily recognizable as
the faultless medium between the contradicting noise and blues dispositions
of Califone. An emotional song consisting primarily of acoustic guitar, it also
contains well-arranged beeps and blips
in addition to the competently applied
synths of sound engineer Brian Deck.
If the true beauty of Califone’s sound
lies in the way that it utilizes modern mixing and engineering technology to add

unconventionality to its alternative blues
constitution, then “Roots & Crowns” is not
for the dilettante.
Like the listening stations produced by
Califone the manufacturer, Califone the
band’s music requires the participation of
the more-than-casual listener. For those
who are willing to immerse themselves
in Califone’s music with a discerning ear
instead of letting the band’s sound simply
wash over them, “Roots & Crowns” is easily recognizable as the experimental blues
band’s magnum opus to date.

TOOHEY
continued from page 5

the end of the day, the show is still
called (say it with me) “Battlestar
Gallactica.”
“House”/”Grey’s Anatomy” — “It’s
the best medical show on TV!” So
basically, out of an entire genre that’s
filled to the brim with melodrama
and implausible, stilted dialogue, it’s
the one that sucks the least. Great.
Come back to me when you have a
real reason that I should turn on this
show.
And no, Dr. House being “the most
complex character currently on/ever
on TV/ever in Western literature”
does not count. Because unless I
tune in and find myself immediately
writhing on the floor and foaming at
the mouth from all that turmoil I feel
coming from his character, I will be
let down. I mean, honestly, I’ve heard
far too much about this character to
even be slightly satisfied with the
actual product.
“Lost” — Okay, here I’m cheating
since I actually ended up caving to
the words of my friends and renting
Season 1 of “Lost” over the summer. I
got halfway through it. And you know
what? I just didn’t like it.
The characters were annoying, the
dialogue was cringe-inducing, and I
couldn’t bring myself to give a crap
about the ever-so-many mysteries of
the island. Oh! There’s a polar bear!
How’d that get there? Oh! There’s a
big metal door! Why can’t we open
it? Oh! There’s a hobbit! How’d he get
out of Middle Earth? If that were all,
I would not be writing about “Lost”
in this column. The problem is that
I now get a new response: “You have
to keep watching. It gets better in the
second season.”
Okay, folks, seriously: Am I the only
one who thinks that a show should
be good by a few episodes in? I’m not
saying it should hit the ground running. But if I don’t like a show after 10
hours of watching it, I’d wager there’s
a decent chance I won’t like it period.
Call me old-fashioned. Maybe I just
belong in a simpler time before all
these new-fangled TV dramas. Back
when the entertainment came from
seeing if Pa could kill the deer for
tonight’s dinner. You know, like “Little
House on the Prairie” with Melissa
Gilbert. No, actually not that.
So, are these shows bad? Maybe.
Could they be worth my time?
Maybe. Are they television’s saviors?
Probably not. Would I be very happy
if I never heard about them again?
Most definitely.
And that’s all she wrote, folks. No,
I don’t recommend that show. Cause
I’m not 70.

Documentary puts a face on horrific stories
DELIVER
continued from page 5

out of this world, “Deliver Us
From Evil” stayed a little closer to
home and followed Father Oliver
O’Grady. O’Grady is Irish by birth,
but served as a priest in California
for over 10 years. During this time,
he served in two parishes and was
accused of child molestation in
both of them. He is one of the first
priests to admit to his crime.
The documentary introduces the families and people who
had been sexually assaulted by
O’Grady, and then it continues
to go more in-depth. It follows
O’Grady’s journey as a priest and
the issue of child molestation in
the Catholic Church as a whole,
leading up to one of the defining
moments of the film when two
of the victims are sent away from
the Vatican in their effort to reveal
their secret past.
The subject matter of this film
makes for a deeply emotional

viewing experience. The frightening nature of pedophilia is not
the only thing making the film
effective; the story line is effective
as well. Each of O’Grady’s victims
had his or her own personal story,
and the viewer is able to see the
effect the priest left not only on
the victim’s life, but also on his or
her family.
One family in particular was
so deeply distraught that the
father not only lost all faith in the
Church, but stopped believing in
God altogether. The documentary
makes no attempts to disguise the
reality of the events, and seeing a
priest admit to sexually assaulting
children is jarring.
“Deliver Us From Evil” uses a
perfect combination of great cinematography and powerful music.
With original pieces from Joseph
Arthur and Mick Harvey, this film
is able to heighten the emotion
through its music. Each part of the
film involves a perfect combina-

tion of scenes depicting real people and facts about Oliver O’Grady
and the Catholic Church.
The film, perhaps unsurprisingly, does not portray
the Catholic Church in a positive light. Though it may not
have been Berg’s intention to
demean the Church, the film
attacks Catholic clergy and Pope
Benedict XVI. Before becoming
Pope, Benedict (then known as
Joseph Ratzinger) was the Prefect
of the Congregation for the
Doctrine of Faith.
This congregation was responsible for writing doctrine on child
molestation and birth control,
among other topics. In the film,
Ratzinger is said to have let a lot
of these cases of molestation go
under the radar. Whether or not
this is true, it didn’t seem to fit
in the film, which was primarily
focused on Father O’Grady.
“Deliver Us From Evil” achieves
its main goal, which is to edu-

LIONS GATE FILMS

Writer and director Amy Berg found and interviewed pedophilic priests
and their victims for her documentary, ‘Deliver Us From Evil.’
cate people about a problem that
exists locally and globally. This
informative, disturbing documentary puts a face and a story

to the headlines we see in the
papers about priests and pedophilia, and this is ultimately what
makes the film effective.
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The death of University of Vermont (UVM)
senior Michelle Gardner-Quinn is an important reminder of the potential dangers to
which students across the country are unfortunately never invincible.
In fact, the events surrounding the apparent homicide of Gardner-Quinn recall earlier incidents in which college-aged women
were abducted and killed by older men.
In 2004, University of North Dakota student Dru Sjodin was abducted by Alfonso
Rodriguez, Jr., a 50-year old registered levelIII sex offender, in the parking lot of a mall in
Grand Folks, N.D. Her body was later found
just west of Crookston, Minn., and her death
was determined a homicide.
Both women were walking alone when
they were allegedly abducted by older men;
Sjodin was leaving her job while GardnerQuinn was returning home from a night out
in downtown Burlington, Vt.
According to reports, Gardner-Quinn
asked Brian Rooney, 36, if she could use
his cell phone upon realizing that her
phone’s battery had run out. Rooney is
now in custody and is considered a suspect in the case.
Unfortunately, these tragic events are only

the latest in similar incidences involving
young college-aged women.
Just as the death of Sjodin unquestionably
affected the way in which women across the
country assessed their own personal safety, the murder of Gardner-Quinn invokes
similar concerns for young female students
today.
Even Tufts students are susceptible to
such incomprehensible threats.
On the night of Feb. 4, 2005, two men
armed with pellet-style guns and knives
robbed two female students on Talbot
Avenue. Fortunately, officers from the Tufts
University Police Department (TUPD) were
in the vicinity, and the suspects were successfully apprehended.
It is regrettable that female students must
think twice before walking alone at night,
whether they are walking the city streets or
within the confines of their college campus.
Unfortunately, however, this is the current
reality, and female students must therefore
remain alert to such dangers.
Tufts students must not trick themselves
into believing that they are immune to the
tragic incidents which claimed the lives of
Gardner-Quinn and Sjodin. These warnings

extend to nights out both in Boston or on
Professor’s Row.
This message is continually echoed by
members of the TUPD, who make both the
on-campus and off-campus safety of students and faculty paramount concerns every
day.
Members of the Tufts community run
the risk of overlooking such dangers on a
campus that prides itself for its safety and
security.
Tufts students, male and female alike,
must remain alert to their surroundings,
especially in the late hours of the night.
Students who find themselves walking alone
can be considered targets for crimes which,
although rare, could jeopardize one’s safety.
For this reason, students — female in particular — should walk in groups at night.
If a student cannot be accompanied by
others, he or she should feel free to call the
TUPD in order to be safely escorted back to
his or her residence.
While members of the TUPD do their best
to create a safe and secure environment for
the Tufts community, individuals must rely
on their intuition and make wise decisions
which ensure their well-being.
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Being forgetful is no fun, but there are some
things that people just don’t want to remember.
A Microsoft computer engineer is working
hard to make sure that you’ll never forget anything again — even that time you got really,
really drunk and ended up dancing on the
pole at the frat party.
Gordon Bell has been working on a project called MyLifeBits for the past five years,
according to CNN.com. His project has been
to collect, well, everything — letters, phone
calls, photographs, faxes, e-mails and home
movies — in an attempt to create a digital
database that can be searched on software
supported by all computers.
“The quest is to essentially build a surrogate
memory. Something that’s as good as my own
memory, that I can use it as a supplement,
and will remember everything that I should
have remembered, that came to my ears, eyes,
whatever,” Bell said in the article.
Software supporting the program will
enable users to record other media as well,
like Web sites, TV and radio transcripts, and
instant message conversations.

There are obvious concerns that accompany this kind of technology. First of all, will
anyone care to use it? As much as it makes us
sick to think about, there probably is a market
for what has the potential to be a gross display
of voyeurism.
But more importantly, what kind of safety
measure will be in place to protect users?
Suppose you are having an affair or you’ve
committed a crime. Would this program
record all of that information? What will keep
other people and the government from hacking into it? Keeping a thorough record of all
activities has the potential to incriminate in
the process of building your life database.
And what about people with whom you
interact who want to remain un-catalogued?
It seems that they’ll be subjected to forced
participation and your interaction with them
will certainly be augmented, especially if they
know that they are being recorded -- which
they most certainly should know so they can
protect their privacy.
This program could change the way we
think of memory all together. Memory will no
longer be a fluid and mutable consciousness.

Kindergarteners may be taught to search their
memory databases like they search Google.
Microsoft may find a market in aging people who fear memory loss — it seems like a
great way to preserve special moments that
might be lost to Alzheimer’s. However, we
have to wonder if it’s even going to be useful
for people suffering from mental deterioration. Images, e-mails and movies are of little
use when the people in them are as familiar as
characters in a movie.
It’s also odd that a society so guarded and
fearful of Big Brother would even consider
keeping track of its entire life digitally. Who
knows what role the government would play
in such technology.
Computers cannot replace the human
brain. Sure, they can act as a supplement, but
we don’t think something like MyLifeBits is
necessary for preserving our lives — with sites
like MySpace and Facebook, enough of us is
already accessible online. While we might not
be able to record things with the accuracy of
a computer, we are able to record things like
feelings and emotions, things a computer,
hopefully, will never be able to emulate.

CORRECTIONS
Yesterday’s Arts article entitled, “Berklee connects with Darfur,” contained two instances of editorial oversight. The first occurred in
the article’s fourth paragraph where the author lists the names of seven members of the Berklee College of Music who participated
in the committee to select the 16 songs that appeared on the college’s “We Are All Connected” benefit CD; a phrase was deleted that
would have made it clear that those seven people were not the only members of the committee. The second instance occurs where
the author refers to Lynette Gittens as the assistant director for Berklee City Music Programs; she is, in fact, the associate director.
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DAN TOVROV | SEVEN ON SEVEN

Cool Ethan’s
moonlight tango

T

o start off, I wanted to talk a little
about recent sports. I will save
the World Series picks and stats

stuff for the sports section, but has anyone
else noticed that new slow motion camera
they have been using?

CORBIS

A stand against intolerance
BY SOFIA NELSON
AND KYLE SINICK
As members of the LGBT and allies
community, we want to voice our concern about two recent incidents that
occurred last week on campus.
The first occurred the morning of
National Coming Out Day. As you
may have read in James Bologna’s
Oct. 12 Daily article, the cannon had
originally been painted by the QueerSofia Nelson is a sophomore who has not
yet declared a major. She is a member of
the Queer Straight Alliance (QSA). Kyle
Sinick is a junior majoring in quantitative economics. He is a member of the Bias
Education and Awareness Team (BEAT).

Straight Alliance (QSA) as a rainbow
flag, accompanied by a chalking that
said, “Taste the Rainbow.”
The following morning, however,
the word “rainbow” had been crossed
out, and instead the word “smut” had
been written next to it, as well as
painted on the cannon. The vandals
even took care to outline their block
lettering in white. Apparently, consideration for one’s work does not always
compel the same for one’s fellow students.
Members of the LGBT community
were then left to coordinate painting
over the bias incident that had been
directed at them, something many
found to be additionally painful.
The second incident is one you probably have not read about: It involved
two firecrackers being thrown through

an open window of the Rainbow House
at 3 a.m. on Friday, Oct. 13. A startled
resident alerted the police after hearing noise and discovering smoking
sparklers in the common room.
It is worth mentioning that the
Rainbow House is designated by Tufts
University as safe-place housing for
LGBT and allied students. Although
the incident was not officially classified as bias-related, the possibility
that it was motivated by hate has left
many in the community feeling shaken.
As a result of these two incidents,
members of the Tufts student body
came together to plan a response on
Monday night. Representatives from
the Bias Education and Awareness
see CANNON, page 10

The fundamental importance of choice
DEBRA WISE

Brown, a line that has haunted me
since I read it 25 years ago.
What could possibly inspire such a
On Oct. 19, Underground Railway cruel vision of a young woman’s life?
Theater will present “Mothers & Whores,” What fears lie behind it? I encourage
a cabaret sponsored by Tufts VOX and co- myself: certainly, this is passé now.
sponsored by the Women’s Center, Tisch Aren’t women (most, anyway) capable
College of Citizenship and Public Service, both legally and personally of making
the Black Women’s Collective, the History choices about their lives — that is,
Department, the Philosophy Department, both their professional lives and their
the Women’s Studies Department and reproductive lives?
No, not necessarily.
Tufts Feminist Alliance. The performance
That nightmarish anti-choice senexplores choice as it relates to that persistent split in our cultural imagination timent lurks behind the work of the
South Dakota legislature, for instance,
about women and reproductive rights.
which recently passed a law banning
“Choice rots the bones like candy all abortions, including in cases of
rots the teeth.” A father snarls this to rape and incest.
Choice is an abused and often trivihis daughter in a poem by Rosellen
alized word. We are Americans and
“freedom of choice” is an assumed
Debra Wise is the artistic director for birthright. But some of the choices
we assume we have are illusory, due
Underground Railway Theater.

BY

to the structures of power or our own
willingness to be disengaged or complicit in injustice.

“Each woman must be
the presiding genius over
her own body,” wrote poet
Adrienne Rich. Can we afford
to doubt that?
Do we really choose our government? Our foreign policy? At what
cost come our dizzying choices of
consumer products? (“Choice rots the
bones...” might apply here.)
We know we consume an outrageously high percentage of the world’s
see CHOICE, page 10

VIEWPOINTS POLICY The Viewpoints section of The Tufts Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday through Thursday. Viewpoints
welcomes submissions from all members of the Tufts community. Opinion articles on campus, national, and international issues can be roughly 700 to 1000 words in
length. Editorial cartoons are also welcome. All material is subject to editorial discretion, and is not guaranteed to appear in The Tufts Daily. All material should be
submitted by no later than 1 p.m. on the day prior to the desired day of publication. Material may be submitted via e-mail (viewpoints@tuftsdaily.com) or in hard-copy
form at The Tufts Daily in the basement of Curtis Hall. Questions and concerns should be directed to the Viewpoints editor. The opinions expressed in the Viewpoints
section do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Tufts Daily itself.

The “Albert Pujols’ Junk Cam,” as we like
to call it. They use this camera to show batters swinging at pitches in incredible slow
motion. It’s a good thing baseball players
wear cups, or else this camera would be a
disgusting waste of money.
Also, another chapter was added in the
Mike Tyson saga. Tyson went on record
saying that in his upcoming boxing tour,
he would like to fight a girl. When asked if
he was joking about fighting women, Tyson
said, “I’m very serious.” I, for one, cannot
wait. If you don’t remember, Tyson was one
of the best boxers of all time. Now he is so
much crazier than before and washed up; I
don’t even know who would win in a fight
between him and a woman. I just hope it’s
a professional female boxer and not some
waitress. And you know that Tyson would
not hold back at all.
Tyson has gotten to the point that he
is probably embarrassing to be around.
What’s left of his entourage is either too
loyal, scared, or dependant to run away. I
bet when they are all in a public place, like
at a club or a mall or something (I have no
idea where Tyson would hang out these
days), and he says something insane, his
buddies do that “look away and pretend
you don’t know him,” or “yeah, I hang out
with him, but that doesn’t mean I like him”
thing, when you look away and kind of
scratch the back of your neck.
Mike Tyson has become a “That Guy.”
Everyone knows a That Guy. It’s unavoidable. Usually, That Guy’s voice rises uncontrollably when he gets excited, he makes
Asian jokes in front of Chinese people, black
jokes in front of the Honorable Minister
Farrakhan, and just generally makes you
cringe during social gatherings. You never
know when he might strike. It usually does
not go past the innocence of a joke, but you
really just don’t want to see him get his ass
kicked.
Last Thursday was Greg’s 21st birthday,
so his girlfriend decided to throw a party
at our house (Louise, I told you that you
would be in an article). That Guy was on
his fourth game of Beirut, when he suddenly morphed from housemate, to “Cool
Ethan,” a That Guy pseudonym.
During the transformation, three of us
stood around the keg, watching in anticipation of what antics were to come. Stupid
comment after stupid comment quickly
led us to the invention of a little game
— every time Cool Ethan did something
that annoyed us, we wanted to do some
sort of motion that would tip each other off
and leave Ethan unsuspecting. A beer chug
was too clichéd, and we aren’t pledging, a
simple ear pull or crotch grab would have
been too subtle. So we decided on doing a
little jig — think John Travolta dancing with
Uma Thurman in Jack Rabbit Slims from
“Pulp Fiction.”
Soon, Juan and I were up at the ‘ruit table
playing none other than Ethan. The twists
started slowly, but got more and more frequent as he hit more and more cups. Pretty
soon, we were dancing and laughing more
see TOVROV, page 10
Dan Tovrov is a junior majoring in English.You
can reach him at daniel.tovrov@tufts.edu.
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Tufts needs solidarity to combat hurtful bias incidents Cool Ethan dances
jig, gets ridiculed
CANNON
continued from page 9

Team, the QSA, the Chaplain’s Office,
TCU Senate and other concerned students gathered to formulate a plan of
action. Over the course of the meeting, the plan changed from painting the cannon ourselves to holding
an event that would allow the entire
community to participate.
Today, we hope to paint the cannon collectively to demonstrate our
unity as a campus against all forms of
intolerance. We hope that anyone who
finds this message to be of value will
show up during open block and make a
public display in support of a safe and
accepting campus. Since the cannon
can only be painted after sundown, we
will have a banner to be signed in solidarity against hate. We wish to get as
many different students and campus
groups to sign the banner as possible.
We hope to begin our own Tufts
tradition today, one during which the
cannon will be annually reclaimed as
a symbol of campus unity.
Unfortunately, the vandalism that

occurred last week is in no way unique.
Too often, the cannon is defaced and
turned into a source of pain for members of our community. We invite you
to gather with us again at 5:30 p.m.
to repaint the cannon after sundown
with a message of unity and guard it
until tomorrow morning at sunrise.

Today, we hope to paint
the cannon collectively to
demonstrate our unity as a
campus against all forms of
intolerance.
Hot chocolate, snacks and music
will be provided courtesy of the QSA.
If you want to join us — even if it is
for only a short time — we would be
delighted to have anyone who is willing to show up.
It should be noted that many members of the LGBT community con-

sider Tufts to be their safe place. Many
LGBT students are not out at home
and/or come from very homophobic
communities in which being out is not
only stigmatized, but often dangerous.
Some students have sought out
Massachusetts — and, in particular,
Tufts — as a place in which they can
be open about their sexuality and feel
supported by the greater community. Indeed, The Advocate magazine
named Tufts as having one of the Top
20 LGBT-friendly college campuses in
the country.
But when this otherwise accepting
environment is jeopardized by incidents of hate, the entire community
must not simply take notice, but also
act to ensure the preservation of a
welcoming atmosphere.
To this end, we do not plan to have
our response end tomorrow morning.
We welcome everyone to the QSA meeting on Monday, Oct. 23 at 9:30 p.m. in
Eaton 201. Whether you wish simply to
give us input or to help plan the next
step, we cannot do it by ourselves.

Women’s rights should be undeniable, ‘choice’ her own
CHOICE
continued from page 9

resources; in this context, “freedom of
choice” is decadent, and most of us
practice it unconsciously, or, if conscious, we choose to ignore its price.
Using the word “choice” in the debate
over abortion and reproductive rights
is often criticized as a euphemism or
a smoke screen. But I think that conscious, informed choice is the basic
requirement for a woman’s ability to
design a useful, productive, caring, and
satisfying life for herself, certainly, but

ultimately also for her community and
family — however she defines them.
“Each woman must be the presiding
genius over her own body,” wrote poet
Adrienne Rich. Can we afford to doubt
that?
What are the costs of a woman’s
choices being unconscious or forced
upon her? A baby boy was abandoned
in an empty lot in Roslindale, Mass.,
this month. What story lies behind
that desperate act? What choices did
his mother perceive she had? What
difficulties lie ahead for that child? I

am a parent, and one thing I know: we
are hard-wired to reproduce at least
some of the choices made by our parents. Will that child also make choices
out of fear and despair?
“I choose you.” The conscious
choice of a child, a life partner or a
life’s work implies clear-eyed commitment, acceptance of stewardship,
respect, even love. No one would want
any less for our children’s futures,
except, perhaps, members of the
South Dakota legislature and those
who seek to erode Roe vs. Wade.

TOVROV
continued from page 9

than we were playing.
As the party went on, more and more
people picked up on this game of ours. It
was not long before the whole party was
shaking and jiving. Word was spreading
from one person to another about our
mean joke. Late in the night, everyone
who was left in the house was hanging out
in the living room. Ethan made his way
up the stairs and, without hesitation, said
something ridiculous and about a thousand decibels too loud. Immediately, without any coordination or signals, everyone
in the house stood up and starting dancing.
It was quite a scene. Imagine a room full
of people spontaneously standing up and
doing the twist.
Everyone instantaneously burst out
laughing. But just when we thought things
could not be any better, Cool Ethan jumped
into the center of the room and danced his
little heart out.
This was too much. About all of the guys
lost control. We were rolling on the floor.
I have never seen my friends laugh as
hard as they did that night. The girls left the
room, appalled at our insensitivity. Ethan,
feeling very good about himself now,
laughed with us, and then kept on dancing.
I don’t think I have seen anything funnier
in my life. Greg was about to die — he had
not taken a breath in about five minutes.
Someone was rolling around under the
coffee table, another standing up, then falling over, then up, then down, all the while
laughing uncontrollably.
Ethan did this the rest of the night, so we
kept laughing the rest of the night. It was an
interesting cycle. Ethan had no idea what
was going on; he was totally clueless. And
he was more into it than we were. It’s going
to be a hard moment to top.
The moral of this story is to please be
considerate of others. Also, we’re a-holes.

National
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Bush signs bill to set new rules for detainee interrogation
BY

RON HUTCHESON

McClatchy Tribune

President Bush signed legislation Tuesday establishing new
rules for interrogating and trying suspected terrorists, but
the fight over how to deal with
detainees is far from over.
The new law is already under
attack in court, and no one
is likely to be brought to trial
under the new rules anytime
soon. Even some lawmakers
who voted for the legislation
questioned its constitutionality.
Although the law’s future
is uncertain, critics and supporters agreed that its enactment marks a major shift in
the nation’s approach to terrorism and some legal principles.
Programs that Bush launched in
secret now have the full support
of Congress.
The Military Commissions Act
of 2006 clears the way for the
CIA to resume aggressive interrogations in secret prisons and
denies suspected terrorists the
right to challenge their detentions in civilian courts. It also
permits the use of evidence
obtained through coercion and
lets the president draw the line
between acceptable interrogation techniques and impermissible torture.
While Bush hailed the legislation as a potent weapon against
terrorists, critics called it a stain
on America’s reputation as a
champion of human rights and
civil liberties.
“It is a rare occasion when a
president can sign a bill he knows
will save American lives,” Bush
said at a crowded White House
signing ceremony. Shortly after
Bush signed the legislation, CIA
Director Michael Hayden told
agency employees that the law

CHUCK KENNEDY/MCT

U.S. President George W. Bush is surrounded by members of Congress as he signs the Military Commissions Act of 2006 in the East Room
of the White House on Tuesday.
“ensures that we can detain and
interrogate key terrorist figures”
without fear of prosecution for
war crimes.
The American Civil Liberties
Union called the new law unconstitutional, un-American and
“one of the worst civil liberties
measures ever enacted.” Most of
the provisions in the law apply
only to non-citizens who have

been declared “unlawful enemy
combatants.”
“The president can now—
with the approval of Congress—
indefinitely hold people without charge, take away protections against horrific abuse,
put people on trial based on
hearsay evidence, authorize trials that can sentence people to
death based on testimony lit-

erally beaten out of witnesses,
and slam shut the courthouse
door for habeas petitions (challenging the detentions),” said
Anthony Romero, the organization’s executive director.
Congress approved the bill last
month after intense behind-thescenes negotiations between the
White House and three leading
Republican senators—Sens. John

McCain of Arizona, John Warner
of Virginia and Lindsey Graham
of South Carolina. Although the
bill was presented to Congress
as a compromise, Bush emerged
the clear winner.
“The president has gotten
everything he wants and more,”
said Jeffrey Addicott, a former
Army lawyer and director of the
see INTERROGATION, page 12

‘Patriots’ tout coins as Corn dethrones wheat as king Kansas crop
alternative U.S. currency
BY SCOTT

CANON

McClatchy Tribune

BY

MATCHAEL MATZA
McClatchy Tribune

In a suburban house decorated
with American flags and a pencil portrait of President Reagan,
three men who call themselves
patriots are waxing cranky about
the United States.
Their anger begins with the
Federal Reserve and its monopoly on American money.
“When the government owns
the money, it controls the people.
When the people own the money,
they control the government,”
said Bert Olley, 84, a semiretired
businessman whose basement
office is a regional clearinghouse
for the alternative currency called
Liberty Dollars.
Privately minted in Coeur
d’Alene, Idaho, and made of silver, Liberty Dollars are a hedge
against inflation because they
have intrinsic value, according to the Indiana organization NORFED—the National
Organization for the Repeal of
the Federal Reserve Act and
Internal Revenue Code—which
began distributing them eight
years ago.
Today, with more than $20
million in Liberty currency in
circulation, the group claims a
network of about 100,000 people who collect Liberty medallions, (known as “specie”; don’t

call them coins), and 2,500 merchants nationally who accept
them in trade. (By comparison,
a federal official said, there is an
estimated $700 billion in official
U.S. currency in circulation.)
Though competing with the
almighty dollar might seem like
a crackpot’s game, the U.S. Mint,
fearing pollution of the wider
money supply, takes the group
seriously.
“We don’t want consumers to
be fooled,” a mint spokeswoman
said in a recent alert, adding that
the Justice Department says it’s
a crime to use Liberty Dollars as
legal tender.
The idea behind the alternative money is simple: Unlike
Federal Reserve notes and federally minted coins, which once
were made of or backed by precious metal (but which since the
abolition of the gold standard in
1933 and the silver standard in
1968 have virtually no intrinsic
value), Liberty currency contains
bullion. A $5 round, for example, contains a quarter-ounce of
nearly pure silver, worth $2.79 at
the current spot price.
“The value of (official) money
right now is, like, zilch,” said
Gene Boyer, 67, a Harrisburg,
Pa., barber and sportsman who
began buying $5 Liberty pieces

Kansas may remain the country’s
bread basket, but now corn is king.
For reasons ranging from the
Atkins diet to gasoline prices, from
soda consumption to plant genetics, the turn of the 21st century saw
corn surpass wheat production in
the state that still grows more of the
raw material for bread and pasta
than any other.
“It’s simple economics,” said Don
Garlow, a part-time banker and fulltime farmer.
On the 2,500 acres he farms with
his son-in-law in the central Kansas
flatlands of Cloud County, there’s a
constant calculation of crop rotations. Soybeans or sorghum, wheat
or corn? Lately, as across the state
and the country, corn has been winning and wheat has been losing.
Garlow studies the cost of raising
each crop, the number of bushels
to expect per acre and the range of
prices. Corn is pricier to grow and
typically fetches less per bushel. It’s
just that he can grow so much more
corn, and demand keeps ticking
steadily upward.
More and more, the math points
to maize.
Corn is an industrial crop in
an increasingly industrial world.
Very little goes directly to the table,
instead heading to the cattle trough
or gas pump. Wheat, conversely, is
on a more direct path to pantry as

see LIBERTY, page 12

see CORN, page 12

SCOTT CANON/MCT

Corn costs more to grow and fetches less per bushel than wheat, says
Don Garlow of Cloud County, Kan. But because he can grow more of it,
the crop makes more money.
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Study reports black women’s breast cancer rate
on rise, while rate declines for all other women
BY JUDY

PERES

McClatchy Tribune

The odds that a woman will
die of breast cancer have been
declining steadily for close to two
decades—unless she’s black.
According to an alarming
report released Tuesday, not only
are African-American women not
part of the downward trend, their
death rates are actually going
up as rates for white women go
down. And, for unknown reasons,
the situation is worse in Chicago
than in other parts of the country.
“While advances in mammography screening and breast
cancer treatment in Chicago
have benefited white women,
these advances have not helped
reduce breast cancer mortality
for African-American women,”
said Alan Channing, president of
the Sinai Health System, which
released the report.
Calling on the medical community to improve screening and
treatment, as well as access to
care, Channing announced the
formation of a task force that will
try to figure out how to reduce
the growing racial disparity in
breast cancer death rates.
(The report did not analyze data for Hispanics, Asians
or women of other races, all of
whom have lower breast cancer rates than white and black
women.)
Chicago’s gap in breast cancer death rates is a relatively
new phenomenon, according
to the report compiled by the
Sinai Urban Health Institute. In
the 1980s rates were similar for
blacks and whites: around 38
breast cancer deaths per 100,000
women per year. The rates started to diverge in the 1990s, as
overall mortality rates began to
drop thanks to improvements in
treatment and early detection.
As of 2003, the last year for
which statistics are available, the
rate for Chicago’s black women
was 40.5 breast cancer deaths
per 100,000, compared to 23.4 for
whites—73 percent higher.
The gap in New York City is
only 17 percent (35.8 for blacks,
30.7 for whites), which “does
suggest it’s not just an issue of
big urban areas,” said Steven

Whitman, director of the urban
health institute.
For the U.S. as a whole, the
mortality rate for white women is
25.2, compared to 34.6 for black
women—37 percent higher.
Researchers have been trying
for years to discover why black
women in America have a higher
risk of dying of breast cancer,
even though they’re less likely
to get the disease. Some studies
have indicated there are biological differences that may cause
black women to get more aggressive types of breast cancer; others
have found that black women are
more likely to get inferior care.
Steven Whitman, director of
the urban health institute, said
the dramatic disparity in Chicago
“cannot be explained by genetic
or biological differences.” Biology
could account for a small percentage of the gap, he said, but
not for the fact that the gap has
been growing.
“Is someone going to argue
that the genetics of black women
has shifted in the last 23 years?”
he asked rhetorically.
The problem with the biological hypothesis, said Whitman, is
that “it takes the onus off the
social and medical dimensions of
the problem.” Focusing on biology or genetics, he said, “is like
seeing a herd of brontosauruses
coming at you and studying their
toenails.”
The report, which has not yet
been published, proposes three
possible explanations for the disparity in mortality rates:
—black women get less-frequent mammogram screenings
—the mammography available
to black women is of poor quality
—black women get less effective or delayed treatment once
breast cancer is diagnosed
The Sinai document calls on
area hospitals and breast centers
to collect and share mammography quality measures as the first
step toward improving services.
“In health care, what gets
measured gets better,” said
Channing.
Mammograms, which are specialized X-rays, are difficult to
read, and their effectiveness in
spotting cancer early depends in
part on how well they are inter-
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preted. Federal law sets minimum standards for facilities that
do the test but does not require
them to keep any specific measures of accuracy.
The American College of
Radiology has established quality standards and recommends
that all mammography programs
keep track of their performance.
But many programs do not, and
most do not release that data.
Last year the Institute of
Medicine of the National
Academies said the government
should make mammography
facilities collect statistics that can
be used to measure their competency.
The Sinai report echoed that
recommendation, saying every
facility should calculate some
standard quality measures,
including the number of cancers detected per 1,000 screening
mammograms. The report suggested that number should be in
the neighborhood of five to seven
but noted that one inner-city
facility found only 37 breast cancers in a series of 15,501 mammograms—a detection rate of 2.4
per 1,000.
To stimulate transparency and
perhaps challenge other facilities
to release their data, the report
includes quality measures for
Mt. Sinai Hospital (part of the
Sinai Health System) and Mercy
Hospital.
The task force announced
Tuesday will be co-chaired by
Ruth Rothstein, former CEO of
the Cook County Bureau of Health
and now president of the board
of Rosalind Franklin University
of Medicine; Sheila Lyne, CEO
of Mercy Hospital and former
commissioner of the Chicago
Department of Public Health; and
Donna Thompson, CEO of Access
Community Health Network.
It will convene a summit of
hospital and clinic officials in
January and will issue a report by
the end of next year outlining the
steps participating health care
institutions are taking to eliminate the disparity.
Calling the co-chairs “the three
most powerful women in health
care in Chicago,” Whitman said,
“I think the task force has a real
chance at fixing this. I’m optimistic.”

Alternative currency looks
like U.S.-minted counterpart
LIBERTY
continued from page 11

to be given out as prizes at pistol
shooting competitions and who
has encouraged customers to
spend them for haircuts at his
shop.
Carl Simpson, 68, a retired
security guard in Philadelphia,
saw Liberty Dollars advertised in
a magazine and bought $1,500
worth.
“The paper that is our money
right now could be worthless
tomorrow when you wake up. But
a silver dollar is a silver dollar,”
said Simpson, who thinks returning to a hard currency standard
would force the government to
be more fiscally responsible.
Katherine Dibling, a spokeswoman for the Federal Reserve
Bank of Philadelphia, said
the Federal Reserve Board in
Washington would have no comment.
Yet NORFED contends that
the “Fed,” which Congress established in 1913, fuels inflation
when it issues dollars backed only
by the government’s promise to
pay. And though the national
debt soared to more than $6 trillion between 1913 and 2001, the
purchasing power of the greenback declined 96 percent over
the same period, say Liberty’s
proponents, citing U.S. Treasury
and Department of Labor statistics.
To use a concrete example, in
1948, gasoline sold for 25 cents
a gallon, so a buck bought four
gallons.
The dollar of that era was a
silver certificate backed by just
over three-quarters of an ounce
of silver. That same quantity of
silver still buys about four gallons at today’s prices—proof, say
Liberty’s advocates, that precious
metal retains its value while
Federal Reserve notes, which
they derogatorily call “FRNs,”
diminish in value the moment
they hit the street.
Though prosecutors around
the country have occasionally
charged people with theft and
other offenses for “spending”
Liberty Dollars into general circulation, Liberty lovers like G.
Friedrich “Fritz” Schrom, 46, of
Lititz, Pa., say they will fight the
government’s monopoly.

“Don’t tell me what to use
for money. I’ll use what I want
for money. If I want to use
Grandma’s engagement ring
I’ll use Grandma’s engagement
ring,” said Schrom, an unconventional character who drives
a hybrid car that gets 60 miles to
the gallon, home-schools his 10
children, and sells insurance for
a national company.
Responding to the government’s warning, Liberty’s promoters have embraced the advisory as a marketing tool.
“Goliath just introduced David
to millions of Americans as a
nationally recognized underdog.
Just as Pepsi went up against
Coke with their ‘Take the Pepsi
challenge’ ... the Liberty Dollar
will take it to the people to decide
which currency they should use,”
NORFED executive director Mike
Johnson said.
Though generally shinier
than U.S.-minted money, silver Liberties can look quite
similar to the real thing. The
design includes Lady Liberty’s
torch and a depiction of her
crowned head. Where official
currency says, “In God We
Trust,” Liberties say, “Trust
in God.” In place of “United
States of America,” the Liberty
is inscribed “USA.”
For devotees like Schrom,
using them in public transactions
is a principled act—but also fun.
“You want silver or you
want debt?” he asked a young
cashier at the Park Place Diner
in Adamstown, Pa., recently.
“Silver,” she shot back as though
the question were a no-brainer.
So Schrom paid for his lunch
with a $20 Liberty and took a few
“FRNs” in change.
Later, when he offered a
shiny new Liberty to pay the
Pennsylvania Turnpike toll, as he
had done successfully before, the
attendant balked, insisting on
“legal tender.”
Schrom affably obliged.
“In times of a change the patriot is a scarce man; brave, hated
and scorned,” he said, quoting
Mark Twain for the benefit of his
passenger as they peeled away
from the toll booth. “When his
cause succeeds, however, the
timid join him, for then it costs
nothing to be a patriot.”

Kansas produces almost 400 bushels annually Center for Constitutional
CORN
Rights set to fight new law
continued from page 11

rolls or rigatoni.
Going in, corn has genetics on
its side. It has always been easier to
fiddle with corn hybrids that are
ever hardier and more bountiful.
Recent decades have seen corn
seed altered in the laboratory. The
result is a crop with built-in resistance to specific bugs and weed
killers.
That has led to heftier yields, and
farmers have found crop technology irresistible for the way it cuts
risk of crop failure. What’s more,
given the same rainfall or irrigation—critical in dry-and-gettingdrier Kansas—corn makes better
use of water.
Meantime, the world’s appetite
for corn only grows. It sweetens soft
drinks and comes in most packaged foods in a country of junk food
junkies. High-protein diets drove
Americans to eat more meat—
livestock consumes most of the
country’s corn—and the appetite
for steaks persisted even as dieters
moved on to the next fad.
Finally, there’s ethanol. Highly
subsidized, the alcohol fuel made
from corn first grew in demand
because it cleaned up car exhaust.
And with the advent of $3-a-gallon gasoline, motorists started to

cut costs by filling up on ethanol
blends.
A new ethanol plant is set to be
built early next year in Concordia
just a few miles away from Garlow’s
fields—yet another incentive for
corn.
“That’s the thing driving corn
now,” he said. “I need to follow the
market.”
Make no mistake, amber waves
of grain still stretch across much of
Kansas. In the most parched expanses of western Kansas, where rain is
too rare and the cost of pumping
water from dwindling underground
reservoirs is too pricey to support
thirsty corn crops, wheat is often
the only practical option.
“Unless you have irrigation,
there’s an awful lot of land out there
where you simply can’t grow corn
but you can grow wheat,” said Perry
Gustafson, a research geneticist with
the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Indeed, wheat covers almost
three times as much land in Kansas
as corn, and the value of that harvest is still 50 percent greater than
corn. Yet 20 years ago wheat took
up almost 10 times as much Kansas
acreage as corn. The difference is
production. The state now produces about 394 million bushels
of corn and 291 million bushels of
wheat. Kansas corn overtook wheat

in 2000.
Ethanol is key, burning up one
in five bushels of American corn
when it consumed almost nothing
20 years ago. And it comes on the
heels of technological innovations
that have steadily boosted yields.
“It’s sort of a chicken-and-egg
thing,” said Terry Kastens, an agricultural economics professor at
Kansas State University. “Corn was
easier to work with, so it was used
more, and more research was done.
The more money that was poured
into corn research, the easier it was
to work with.”
What’s more, since wheat ships
more directly to the dinner table,
the industry has shied away from
genetically modified seed, because
consumers—especially in critical
foreign markets—sometimes avoid
modified grains.
So corn continues its march
toward domination. Farmers are
expected to harvest a record crop
nationally of more than 11 billion
bushels this year, with projections
that yields will grow by half again by
the end of the decade. Kansas still
ranks just seventh in corn production, growing less than a fourth of
first-place Iowa.
But so much corn, complain
those who cultivate it, makes for a
buyer’s market.

INTERROGATION
continued from page 11

Center for Terrorism Law at St.
Mary’s University law school in
San Antonio. “There can really be no doubt that Congress
believes we are in a state of
war.”
Addicott, who strongly supports the new law, said the
shift means that Congress is
willing to roll back traditional
legal protections in the pursuit
of terrorists.
“You have to have a lower
standard of due process or
you’ll never be able to prosecute these war criminals,” he
said.
But critics said the nation
should maintain high legal
standards, even in a time of
war, to send a message to the
rest of the world.
“The fundamental fairness
of the American people and
legal system are among our
greatest strengths in the fight
against terrorism,” Sen. Russ
Feingold, D-Wis., said. “We
will look back on this day as
a stain on our nation’s history.”

The Center for Constitutional
Rights, which has filed two
challenges to the law on behalf
of detainees, said it would fight
the changes “at every turn,
using every tool at our disposal, until we reverse this affront
to the rule of law.”
Legal experts said the anticipated court battles make it
unlikely that any of the roughly
435 detainees at the U.S. naval
base at Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba, would face trial before a
military commission anytime
soon.
Fourteen suspected terrorists, including Khalid Sheikh
Mohammed, the alleged mastermind behind the attacks
on Sept. 11, 2001, have been
transferred from CIA custody
to Guantanamo to await trial.
Another 60 to 80 Guantanamo
detainees are considered likely
candidates for trial.
“No one is going to trial
in the near future,” said Carl
Tobias, a law professor at the
University of Richmond in
Virginia. “I don’t think anyone
will be tried during his (Bush’s)
presidency.”
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Baghdad crime scene investigators
struggle to work amidst fighting
BY JAY PRICE
AND HUDA AHMED

McClatchy Tribune

There’d be no shortage of plot fodder
for a “CSI: Baghdad” if there were a warzone spinoff of the popular television
drama.
With several bombings a day and a
homicide rate that’s leapt from about 10
per month to 3,000, the whole city can
seem like a crime scene. Investigators
dash out between bombings and firefights to snatch up evidence. They brave
gathering hostile crowds to defuse
bombs.
Subplots include assassins who target the crime scene investigators, fellow police officers involved in killings
that they don’t want probed and terrorists who kill with one bomb and leave
another behind for the investigators.
With the equivalent of an entire U.S.
small town killed in the city each month,
the sheer volume of dead has numbed
the investigators but they say that some
scenes can still cut deep.
“It has become normal for me whether there is one body or many bodies,”
said Lt. Col. Hammad Menfy, 43. “I only
get upset when I see children, women
and men—their bodies torn apart or
thrown far distances. Then it affects me
like any human being, and I get upset.”
Often there are as many killings in
Baghdad in one week now as New York

had in all of 2004, when 570 homicides
took place, the last year for which complete statistics are available.
Investigators, though, can go to only
10 to 15 crime scenes a week, said Lt.
Col. Amer Abbas, 45, the head of the
crime-scene investigation department
for the city and the national director of
CSI training.
The city has only about 30 investigators. Abbas said he needed 200.
He may get his wish. In two weeks,
the first class will enroll in a new CSI
academy in Baghdad, built with $3 million in U.S. and British aid.
The new forensics school, next door
to the national police academy, will
turn out new investigators, help veterans brush up their skills and educate
rank-and-file police officers about the
value of crime-scene investigation.
Already, the six forensic labs around
Iraq have received about $6 million in
cutting-edge equipment paid for by the
United States with help from Britain
and South Korea, much of it the same
kind that the FBI uses.
Sometimes, Baghdad crime-scene
investigators become victims themselves. About 20 investigators and lab
technicians have been killed since the
war began, many of them clearly singled out because of their work, said
Gen. Munim Said, Abbas’ supervisor,
who’s also watched over the 240 or so
lab workers who back up the investiga-

HUSSEIN ALI/MCT

A crime scene investigator in Baghdad, Iraq, assembles a device that shines light of various wavelenghts to help reveal evidence such as fingerprints and gunshot residue, among other things.
tors.
The investigators’ American and
British advisers say they admire how
the small team of Iraqis faces such a
flood of killings and other crime, and
all the hurdles of collecting evidence in
the midst of Baghdad’s complicated mix

North Korea blasts U.N. sanctions as
reports of another nuclear test loom

of sectarian killings, insurgent attacks
on U.S. and Iraqi forces and just plain
crime.
“At this point, it is just overwhelming,
but they do just a terrific job in deal-

U.S. military shifts forces to quell
sectarian violence in Balad, Iraq
BY

NANCY A. YOUSSEF
McClatchy Tribune

BY

TIM JOHNSON

McClatchy Tribune

North Korea on Tuesday
assailed U.N. sanctions against
it as tantamount to a “declaration of war” amid reports that
it may be preparing another
nuclear test.
Responding for the first time
to U.N. sanctions over its Oct. 9
nuclear test, North Korea threatened fierce reprisals against any
nation that attempts to enforce
the sanctions resolution.
“The resolution cannot be
construed otherwise than (as) a
declaration of a war,” the North
Korean foreign ministry said in a

statement. “We will deliver merciless blows without hesitation
to whoever tries to breach our
sovereignty and right to survive
under the excuse of carrying
out the U.N. Security Council
resolution.”
Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice is due to arrive in Tokyo on
Wednesday on the first stop on
a trip to try to rally support for
the U.N. sanctions from Japan,
South Korea, China and Russia.
The sanctions call for all
countries to inspect cargo to
and from North Korea to search
for major weapons and material
that could be used in missile
and nuclear programs.

North Korea, an impoverished nation that has become
the globe’s likely ninth nuclear
power, said it was “nonsensical”
to try to restrain it now that it
has a nuclear arsenal.
Officials in Washington,
Seoul and Tokyo all acknowledged reports that satellites had
picked up suspicious movements of trucks and people at
a site in North Korea’s northeast indicating preparations for
a possible second nuclear test,
apparently because the first
relatively small test was seen as
only a partial success.
see NORTH KOREA, page 15

For young Sunnis, youth lost in protracted war
BY

AMEER MEDHANI

McClatchy Tribune

For the first time in more than
a month, 19-year-old Mustafa
al-Adhami ventured out of his
home recently in his hardscrabble neighborhood, looking for a
haircut.
As he and a friend walked
to a nearby barbershop in the
predominantly Sunni section
of western Baghdad, they came
upon the corpse of a young man
they later learned had been
dumped on the street a few
hours earlier.
“The body was covered with a
piece of cardboard, so my friend
pushed it away a little to see
if it was anyone we knew, but
it wasn’t anyone we could recognize,” said al-Adhami, who
rarely leaves home these days.
“For Sunnis in Iraq, our destiny holds only two options: We
either find a way to leave this

country or we will be killed.”
With that dire outlook, alAdhami has become part of a
growing population of young
people who are living solitary
lives as a result of the intractable violence plaguing the capital. As grisly insurgent bombings and sectarian killings keep
mounting, many in Baghdad’s
younger generation wonder
whether they are watching their
youth slip away to a protracted
war.
The ice cream shops, once a
popular place for young men
and women to discreetly check
each other out, now shutter at
sundown. The social clubs in
tonier parts of Baghdad, where
young people with the means
would while away their Friday
afternoons, are empty. And
the shawarma joints near alAdhami’s university, once busy
after-school hangouts, are desolate.

“Our lives have become lonely,” al-Adhami said.
Al-Adhami, like other young
Sunni men, said he most fears
the Shiite militias such as the
Mahdi Army, which illegally
patrol many neighborhoods in
the capital, and the police force,
which is notorious for its sectarian allegiances.
U.S. Ambassador Zalmay
Khalilzad has called militias
a bigger threat to Iraq’s security than the Sunni-dominated insurgency, and U.S. officials have threatened to cut off
funding for training of security
forces if the Iraqi government
does not purge sectarian elements. Prime Minister Nouri
al-Maliki has responded with a
vague plan to stamp out sectarian tensions that is based on
the formation of neighborhood
committees in the capital.
see SUNNIS, page 15

see BAGHDAD, page 14

The U.S. military has sent
troops to the Iraqi city of Balad
and the surrounding area to
help re-establish order after Iraqi
troops and police were unable to
quell a surge of violence between
Sunni and Shiite Muslims over
the weekend that left at least 57
people dead.
Confirmation that American
troops have been sent back to
Balad came as Iraq’s bloodletting continued. At least 700
Iraqis have been killed so far this
month nationwide, according to
numbers provided by police in
Iraq’s largest provinces. In addition, 58 U.S. soldiers have died
so far this month, a trend that if
it continues will make October
one of the deadliest months for
Americans since the U.S.-led
invasion in March 2003.
The decision to send American
troops into Balad, 50 miles north
of Baghdad, was another setback
for U.S. hopes that Iraqi forces
will be able to take control of
security for the country. Violence
has increased steadily throughout Iraq despite an increase of
tens of thousands of Americantrained Iraqi soldiers and police,
and U.S. officials concede that
their strategy of training Iraqi
troops to replace Americans
hasn’t worked.
U.S. authorities had turned
over responsibility for Balad’s
security to the 3rd Battalion, 1st
Brigade, 4th Iraqi Army Division,
in April.
American forces began returning to the city Saturday and are
patrolling there, though it was
unclear Tuesday whether Balad
and the surrounding area have
been pacified.
U.S. Lt. Col. Jeffrey Martindale,
the commander of the 1st

Battalion, 8th Infantry Regiment,
4th Infantry Division, said in a
statement released Tuesday that
his troops were patrolling alongside Iraqis in Balad. “By coordinating all of our efforts, we have
seen a marked decrease in violence in the past 24 hours,” the
statement quoted Martindale as
saying.
Residents, however, said that
Balad and the nearby town of
al Dulyiyah remained under the
control of armed groups that had
targeted the residents and may
have killed as many as 100 in four
days of violence.
The violence in Balad and
al Dulyiyah underscores how
explosive the rivalry between
Iraq’s Sunni and Shiite communities has become and how ineffective Iraqi security forces often
are. Residents said some Iraqi
police officers had contributed
to the slaughter.
Balad is populated primarily
by Shiites. Sunnis, however, are
the dominant sect in the province, Salah al Din, whose capital,
Tikrit, is the birthplace of Saddam
Hussein. Samarra, where an
explosion Feb. 22 devastated the
sacred Shiite Askariya shrine,
is in Salah al Din. The shrine
bombing touched off Iraq’s current sectarian bloodletting.
Accounts of what took place
over the weekend vary, with residents, Iraqi police and American
officials giving differing numbers
of dead.
U.S. officials say the violence
began last Friday when gunmen
kidnapped at least 19 Shiites
in Balad and murdered them.
On Saturday, according to the
American account, gunmen
seized 38 people in the Sunni
town of al Dulyiyah, exactly double the number of Shiites killed
the day earlier. Their bodies later
were dumped in Balad.
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Widespread violence makes
for extra-difficult police work
BAGHDAD
continued from page 13

ing with what evidence they
can,” said Michael Hallmark of
Florida, who helped get Iraq’s
forensic-evidence labs up and
running after the war.
Hallmark and his British
counterpart, Bob Lamburne,
have done police work for three
decades and have worked in the
Balkans, Hallmark setting up
forensics labs and Lamburne
investigating war crimes.
They trained the instructors
for the new academy, where
instruction will be entirely by
Iraqis.
A big goal will be educating police officers about
crime-scene investigation so
that they’ll be a help rather
than a hindrance, Hallmark
said.
Police sometimes don’t
cooperate because they may
have been involved in the
crime themselves. An entire
brigade—several
hundred
officers—was suspended last
week and pulled out of the city
for suspected involvement in
death squads.
But probably the biggest
problem with police officers,
Abbas said, is that most don’t
understand the value of crimescene investigation.
“The police stations should
provide protection for the
investigators at the crime scene
but they do not,” he said. “They
do not call us and tell us about
the crimes. They mess with the
crime scene and lose the evidence that we could have kept
if we were there.”
When a car bomb goes off,
for example, security forces
may put out the fire, haul away
the dead, hose off the road and
let traffic start moving again
before investigators are notified that a blast took place,
Hallmark said.
If a CSI team does get to the
site of an explosion, it may
arrive just in time for a second explosion, aimed at them,
increasingly common as bomb
makers get more sophisticated.
“If they get to a scene and
things start getting out of hand,
they just leave,” Hallmark said.
“We can’t have them standing in the middle of the street
with people shooting at them.
They’re just technicians.”

Conditions in Baghdad are
so dangerous that investigators will be on scene only for
an hour or so at most, said
Lamburne, the British adviser.
In addition to all the other
threats, crowd violence can
occur almost spontaneously,
Lamburne said. The survivors
of many victims believe that
police were involved.
In Britain, Lamburne said,
police would cordon off the
site of a terrorist bombing for a
week or longer and meticulously
search for evidence. In Baghdad,
they may have an hour if they’re
lucky, so they frantically sift
through the debris, grabbing
anything that seems likely to be
a piece of the bomb.
“Here, they have to be very
decisive and quick about what
they’re doing,” Lamburne said.
The sheer scale of the violence can make for unusually
complicated crime scenes and
evidence.
A homicide in the United
States may involve only one
gun, or, on a really wild case,
two or three, often of different
types. That makes it easier to
match bullets and weapons.
In Baghdad, though, there
are often battles with 10 or 20
weapons, all of them AK-47
assault rifles. Making it even
harder, the AK-47 is mass-produced and doesn’t leave welldefined markings on bullets,
Lamburne said.
Eventually, he said, Iraq’s CSI
experts will have some lessons
to teach their counterparts in
the West. It’s inevitable, he said,
since nowhere else are there so
many killings and bombings.
The complications of crimescene work in Baghdad now
mean that perhaps only 2 percent of the convictions involve
forensic evidence.
But Lamburne predicts that
should Baghdad calm down,
Iraq will have some of the finest crime investigators in the
world, with automated databases of fingerprints and ballistic tests and experienced
forensic specialists.
In the meantime, Iraqi investigators will have to deal with
the situation they’ve been
handed.
“It’s a bit of a tidal wave,”
Lamburne said. “But what’s your
option? Not to try to stop it?”
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Sunnis in Baghdad live lives of solitude
SUNNIS
continued from page 13

For young men like al-Adhami, such
pronouncements do little to bolster confidence.
Al-Adhami, an engineering student
at the University of Technology across
town in a predominantly Shiite neighborhood, said he hadn’t attended a class
yet in the 3-week-old semester. He so
fears crossing through the checkpoints
manned by police and militias along the
way that he is considering transferring
to a less prestigious college in his neighborhood.
Al-Adhami said the student body at
his majority-Shiite school has become
divided along sectarian lines. Shiite
classmates he thought were his friends
say things about Sunnis that make him
shudder.
Like many young men in the
Adhamiya neighborhood, a dangerous
Sunni enclave plagued by bombings and
indiscriminate killings, he can tick off
the names of friends and acquaintances
who have fallen victim to sectarian violence.
“After exams, two of my best friends,
Omar and Mustafa, went out to celebrate
their high marks,” al-Adhami said. “They
were never seen again. We think, like the
others who have disappeared, that they
were stopped by police or Mahdi Army
at a checkpoint and because of their
Sunni names they were killed.”
He can count on one hand the times
he has left his home since completing
his first-year exams in June.
His parents, middle class by Iraqi
standards, have dipped into their savings to pay for luxury items such as a
computer, Internet access and a mobile
phone for al-Adhami so he can call his
friends and chat with them without leaving the house. His mother, who asked to
be identified only as Umm Mustafa, said
she also has tried to get her son a passport so he can leave the country, but she
has had no luck.
“We worry about all our children,” said
Umm Mustafa, who also has two daughters. “But we worry most about our son,
because it is the young men that they are
targeting in the sectarian killings.”
Saif Saad al-Dhahi, 25, says his mother
nags him when he is even minutes late
coming home from his job. On his 30minute drive to and from work, she will
call his mobile phone every few minutes
to make sure he is safe, and she forbids
him from leaving his house to see friends
in the evenings.
While his mother’s nagging irritates
him, al-Dhahi said he knows she is
right.
Mahdi Army soldiers have started

patrolling his mixed neighborhood of
Zayouna, and as a young Sunni man he
knows he could be in trouble if he crosses the militiamen’s path. In his neighborhood and others, the Mahdi Army
sets up illegal checkpoints in view of the
police, who do nothing to stop them, he
said.
Al-Dhahi said that sometimes he and
the young men on his street congregate
in front of a small grocery that isn’t more
than 100 yards from his home. They usually limit their chatting to 10 or 15 minutes because they know their parents get
nervous.
Most nights he whiles away his free
time trimming his beard, watching television if the electricity is running and
lying around thinking about how much
better his life was a few years ago.
Al-Dhahi says he would like to get
married, and he is saving to pay for a
wedding to a woman he has not yet
met.
Three years ago, when he was attending college for his physical education
certificate, al-Dhahi said, he knew many
attractive women.
“Now I know no girls because I can
never go out to meet anyone,” he said.
“If I want to get married, I will probably
have to have it arranged by my mother
or a relative. I had always hoped to pick
my own wife.”
Zaid Nazer, 26, was lucky enough to
find his bride-to-be more than a year
ago, but because of the security situation he can spend little time with her.
Nazer, a Sunni Kurd, also lives in the
mixed neighborhood of Zayouna, but
his fianceé lives in an Arab neighborhood along Haifa Street. For a Kurd,
spending time in Haifa is risky, so his
visits to her family’s apartment are short
and infrequent.
He had planned to get married more
than six months ago, but the lack of
security has set his plans awry. Nazer
decided to close his mobile-phone shop
earlier this year after a series of bombings targeted the busy commercial strip
where his shop was located.
The situation left him without steady
income for several months, so he had to
put off the wedding.
He recently landed a job with a wireless carrier, Iraqna, that will require
constant travel to the fairly peaceful
Kurdish north. He would like to relocate
there, but such a move would be difficult for his fianceé, who does not speak
Kurdish.
Nazer said he and his fianceé constantly talk about their future. They find
it depressing that they must have those
talks over the phone when they live only
miles apart, he said.

Oct. 9 test had low nuclear yield
NORTH KOREA
continued from page 13

“It would not be unreasonable to
expect that the North Koreans would
like to try something again,” White
House press secretary Tony Snow said.
“It would not be a good thing for them,
but it certainly would not be out of
character.”
Japanese Foreign Minister Taro Aso,
speaking in Tokyo, acknowledged the
reports: “I have received information on
that, but can’t disclose the details.”
North Korea’s latest saber-rattling
appeared to magnify the challenges Rice
faces in forging a common strategy on
the sanctions. Chinese and South Korean
leaders have voiced fresh concerns that
Washington-led punitive action against
North Korea could bring instability and
possible armed confrontation.
“Things must be done in such a way
that they don’t bring about an escalation
of s the situation into something uncontrollable,” Chinese President Hu Jintao
told a group of Japanese lawmakers visiting Beijing, the Kyodo news agency
reported.
Echoing those concerns, South Korean
Prime Minister Han Myung-Sook said
the sanctions should be aimed at pushing North Korea back to long-stalled
six-nation talks to dismantle its nuclear
program.
“Sanctions against the North should
be carried out in a way to push North

Korea back to the dialogue table,” she
said. “They must not be implemented
in any way that could spark an armed
clash.”
Arriving in Seoul to lay the groundwork for Rice’s visit here Thursday,
Assistant Secretary of State Christopher
Hill said he would work with U.S. allies
“to really make it clear that North Korea
will pay a very, very high price for this
type of reckless behavior.”
Hill, the senior envoy on the nuclear crisis, said a second nuclear test by
North Korea would be seen as provocative.
“I think we will all regard a second test
as a very belligerent answer on North
Korea’s part to the international community, and I think the international
community will have no choice but to
respond very clearly to (North Korea) on
this,” Hill said.
The Bush administration confirmed
Monday that North Korea carried out a
nuclear test on Oct. 9 with a yield of less
than 1 kiloton, a small amount.
Hill also served notice that Washington
is unhappy with Seoul’s decision not to
suspend one of its major projects with
North Korea under its “sunshine policy”
of long-term economic engagement. Hill
said a South Korean tourism business at
Mount Geumgang, a resort in the North
visited mainly by South Koreans, “seems
to be designed to give money to the
North Korean authorities.”

INTERNATIONAL
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Solution to Tuesday’s puzzle

Stephanie Vallejo: “There’s gonna be a new Menudo.”
Andrew Silver: “You mean a Meh-NEW-do.”

Wednesday, October 18, 2006
Event

THE TUFTS DAILY
Housing

Chaplains Table
Chaplains Table, Religion, War and
Peace, Thursday, 10-19-06, 5-7
p.m., MacPhie Conference Room.
Speaker: Professor Paul Joseph,
Sociology Department. Topic:
Religion Does Not Play a Major
Role in Causing War: A Skeptics
Approach.

Rooms for Rent
Across from Professors Row
(2) 6 bedroom apts. w/ L.R.,
H/W Floors, C.T. eat-in kitchen,
dishwasher, fridge, 2 Baths, F/R
Porches, 4 Car off St. Oarkeng for
each apt., $4800 mon includes
heat, hot water; avail. 9/1/07 call
617-268-8455

Housing

Spyder Web Enterprises_
Apartments Sublets and
Roommates. List and browse free!
Find an apartment, sublet or room.
In any major city or area. Studio, 1,
2 bdrm $800-3000. www.sublet.
com 1-877-367-7368

Maria Fodera_
2, 4, and 6 bedroom apt. on
Ossipee Rd. Available June 1st,
2007. Call Maria for more information at 781-942-7625
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California Cryobank Got Sperm?
Want to be a
$$ SPERM DONOR? $$
SEMINAR-Cambridge-$900/mo.
Thurs., Oct.19
6:00pm
Thurs., Oct.19
7:30pm
Friday, Oct.20
6:00pm
Sat., Oct.21
1:00pm
2 free movie tickets/food/tour
RSVP: RSVPtufts@cryobank.com
Please specify date/time upon
RSVP
More info: www.cryobankdonors.
com

Relationship Problems? Study
Problems? Depressed?
Dr. Richard A. Goodman,
“Newsweek” quoted therapist and
relationship specialist has a few
openings for students. Complete
confidentiality. Tufts insurance
accepted. Call (617) 628-4961

Wanted

-

STS Travel Spring Break 2007
Call STS for the best deals to
this years top 10 Spring Break
destinations! Earn the highest
rep commissions! Ask about our
group discounts! Voted best party
schedules. 1-800-648-4849. www.
ststravel.com.

CLASSIFIEDS POLICY All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order, or exact cash
only. All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $5 per week with Tufts ID or $10 per
week without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except the cost of
the insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity, are of
an overly sexual nature, or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Chicago finds way to win with three TDs from defense ‘Moneyball’ has yet
BEARS
to produce a ring
continued from page 18

six turnovers and had two more interceptions dropped, reverted to its preseason form and nearly cost the Bears
the game.
The home team, revved up by a
celebrity-studded audience filling
every seat in the state-of-the-art facility, brought an intensity to the nationally televised event that the visitors
didn’t find until the fourth quarter.
The Bears received an education at
the University of Phoenix Stadium on
the effects of emotion on a physically
overmatched football team, even in
the NFL.
Meanwhile, the nation got a pretty
good look at why Arizona has invested
so much money and faith in rookie
quarterback Matt Leinart.
Before the game, Leinart’s Hollywood
buddies Ashton Kutcher and Demi
Moore wished him luck. Then Leinart
went out and calmly beat the blitz and
found his receivers the way he used to
at USC.
Consider that the Cardinals moved
the ball freely against the NFL’s best
defense with their “Edge,” running
back Edgerrin James, looking no
sharper than a week-old razor for most
of the game.Mixing in short passes
that required quick reads and releases
complemented by play-action fakes
to freeze the pass rush a split-second,
Leinart provided a blueprint for future
Bears’ opponents to follow.

He completed all five of his passes
on the opening scoring drive that
served as a statement about his confidence. It was only shaken once; by
a Mark Anderson sack that resulted
in Mike Brown’s fumble return for a
TD.
Meanwhile, Grossman appeared out
of sync from the Bears’ very first play
from scrimmage when he overthrew
a wide-open Bernard Berrian, who
somehow had beaten a Cardinals’ secondary expecting the deep pass.
In that one miss, the Bears’ offense
lost the rhythm that had defined it
through the first five games. By the
time the Cardinals led 14-0 with 1 minute 2 seconds left in the first quarter,
only one of the Bears’ first 10 offensive
plays was a run. That’s as balanced as
Ann Coulter.
The Bears were playing for the second straight game without left defensive end Adewale Ogunleye, nickel
back Ricky Manning Jr. missed the
entire second half with a hamstring
injury and Mike Brown sat out the
fourth with a sprained right foot. If
Brown’s injury is serious, that could
wind up being the worst news of the
night.
But playing short-handed still was
no excuse for the Bears to get so thoroughly outplayed by a 1-4 team for
three quarters.
The Bears do not play again until
an Oct. 29 matchup with the 49ers at
Soldier Field and can use the off week

CLINCHY
continued from page 19

JIM PRISCHING/MCT

\Chicago Bears defenders Mike Brown (30)
and Brian Urlacher stop Arizona Cardinals
running back Edgerrin James (32) during second quarter action at University
of Phoenix Stadium in Glendale, Ari., on
Monday.
to sharpen a focus that deserted them
in the desert.
Don’t cancel those Miami trips just
yet. But the Bears looked vulnerable
enough in Arizona to make it prudent
to buy refundable tickets.

Team set to face NESCAC top dog Williams
FIELD HOCKEY
continued from page 20

said. “We did that [yesterday];
basically, we got the ball, and
we were attempting to get it
off quickly and get it on cage,
rather than look for the perfect
shot. We were taking shots, but
we were also trying to find corner opportunities, and I think
that worked really well.”
After almost 28 minutes of
strong back-and-forth play, that
work paid off, as the Jumbos
got on the board with freshman
Emma Kozumbo’s first goal of
the season, a shot that came
off of a penalty corner from
sophomore Tess Jasinski.
Wesleyan was quick to
respond, and barely three minutes later, senior co-captain
Courtney Tetrault got a shot
past diving senior co-captain
and goalkeeper Marilyn DuffyCabana, who recorded five
saves on the afternoon.
The two teams left the field
tied at the half, and the score
remained that way until nearly
23 minutes into the second
half, when sophomore Marlee
Kutcher resumed the scoring with 28 minutes remaining in the game, scoring on
a feed from junior forward
Ileana Casellas-Katz. The play,
though not perfectly executed,
was also the result of a penalty
corner.
“We work on penalty corners
all the time,” McDavitt said.
“We talk about just finishing
no matter what happens. [In
practice], if the corner gets
messed up — that’s what hap-

pened on the second goal — I
make them play it out, even if
it gets messy. You just have to
keep going after it to finish. I’m
really proud of how they did on
the corners today.”
Tufts’ final goal also came
on a penalty corner as Kutcher
assisted senior co-captain
Stacey Watkins less than five
minutes later. Watkins fired the
shot past Wesleyan goalkeeper
Caitlin Kelly, who finished with
four saves.

“With the NESCAC
games, you never
know who’s going to
win, because we’re all
beatable and it’s an
extremely competitive
league.”
Emma Kozumbo
Freshman

Tufts’ performance was
highlighted by the work of the
forwards, who successfully created several scoring opportunities.
“A lot of times, we had an
up-field forward that was cutting out wide and was really
successful in eliminating levels
of their defense,” Jasinski said
of the front line. “They were
just cutting well, moving well
together to get the ball down

the field. Once we were in the
circle, people were stepping it
up and being confident, either
getting a shot off or getting a
corner.”
The play of Martin, who was
sidelined for part of the 2004
season and all of the 2005 season with an injury, stood out.
“She’s just a workhorse,”
McDavitt said. “She has done a
lot to recover, because she was
injured last year. I know she’s
in pain at times, and you can’t
even tell. She showed a lot of
heart today, and it was pure
hustle: getting after the ball,
playing like a senior should
play.”
The Jumbos next face a formidable Williams team that
sits in a three-way tie for first
place in the NESCAC. Though
Williams has suffered only one
defeat this season — a 2-0 loss
to Middlebury on Saturday —
the Jumbos remain confident
that they can come away with a
victory.
“With the NESCAC games,
you never know who’s going to
win, because we’re all beatable
and it’s an extremely competitive league,” Kozumbo said.
“We’re going to try to keep up
the intensity that we had today
and apply it to Williams. We’ll
just see what happens; we’ll
play our hardest.”
“We beat them on our field
two years ago, and we’re hoping
for a repeat of that,” McDavitt
continued. “It will be a good,
high-energy game, and whoever comes to play that day will
win. I’m looking forward to it.”

the loss for the Cardinals in Game 1 of this
year’s NLCS. And as for Bonderman? At age 23,
he pitched the deciding game of the Divisional
Series as the Tigers cruised past the Yankees,
and, a week later, worked the deciding game
of the ALCS as they topped Billy’s A’s.
I bring up this anecdote because it’s a
perfect example of “Moneyball” gone wrong.
Now, I’ll be the first to admit that I myself
am a stathead. I’m a total geek: I know that
Bonderman’s VORP in 2006 was a solid 39.2,
and if you really want me to bore you to
death, I can explain what that means. But I’m
beginning to realize — and I hope Billy is, too
— that the numbers can only go so far.
There’s a certain intangible element that
goes into building a great baseball team. Simply
playing the averages and hoping for the best is
one strategy, but there’s more to it than that:
Sometimes you have to be willing to gamble
a bit. Sometimes there’s a Jeremy Bonderman
out there waiting to be discovered, and you
have to look closely to find him.
That intangible element is what seems to
have eluded Billy Beane in his quest for a
World Series ring. “Moneyball” is a decent
way to build a baseball team, but not every
piece of the puzzle can be found in a spreadsheet on Paul DePodesta’s laptop. And so,
once again, Oakland will have to wait for a
return to the World Series. And for me, that’s
the real story of the 2006 postseason, regardless of who ends up winning it all.

Write a
Viewpoint

The Daily welcomes submissions from
all members of the Tufts community.
Viewpoints should be between 700 and
1,000 words in length and can be sent to
viewpoints@tufts.daily.com.
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Tufts cruises to non-conference soccer win

Despite offensive performance,
Chicago’s Bears still find a way
BY

DAVID HAUGH

McClatchy Tribune

About two hours before the
Chicago Bears’ stunning 24-23
comeback win Monday night
over the Arizona Cardinals,
the retractable roof atop the
University of Phoenix Stadium
slowly opened to allow the
Valley of the Sun’s greatest natural resource to radiate through
the hole.
Literally, for a few minutes
it looked as if the sky was the
limit. Which was apropos for
a Bears team that arrived after
hearing all week how their
Super Bowl appearance was a
foregone conclusion and the
1972 Dolphins were getting
nervous.
Then something considered unthinkable in Chicago
occurred over the next four
hours in the desert.
That sky fell on the Bears.
For 57 minutes and 2 seconds, in next season’s Super
Bowl venue, the Bears looked
like anything but this year’s
odds-on favorite to play Feb.
4 in Miami as they had been
anointed in the days leading up
to the game against the lowly
Cardinals.
Then Devin Hester made
one of those plays that will
leave the impression across the
league that this is one of those
seasons, that feeling the White

MEN’S SOCCER
Corsair defensive miscue.
“Ari played a long ball into
the box, and their sweeper
misplayed it,” Jozwiak said.
“I was running on and had an
easy chance and finished it.”
The Jumbos controlled
the rest of the half, creating opportunities and moving the ball crisply. Tufts’
offensive pressure forced the
Corsairs’ junior goalkeeper
Adam Rolfe into five saves
on the day.
UMass-Dartmouth came
out firing to start the second
half, but the Jumbos withstood the Corsairs’ flurry
without giving up an equalizer. Freshman goalkeeper Pat
Tonelli made several saves to
keep UMass-Dartmouth off
the scoreboard, and Ferrigno
said he was pleased with his
keeper’s performance.
“Goalkeeper is the hardest position to come into as
a freshman, but Pat’s done
well,” Ferrigno said. “The
more he’s played, the better
he’s gotten.”
Tufts picked up an insurance goal in the 59th minute,
when junior midfielder and
tri-captain Greg O’Connell
trapped a corner kick and fed
senior tri-captain Jon Glass
for the defender’s third goal
of the season.
“The corner came in, and
I managed to get a foot to it
and bring it down,” O’Connell
said. “I found Jon on an over-

see BEARS, page 17

DAILY DIGITS

Jumbos on Tuesday was
O’Connell’s return to the
starting lineup after he
missed
several
matches
with an injury. In addition
to assisting on Glass’s goal,
O’Connell steadied a midfield
lacking sophomore starter
Peter DeGregorio, who was
suspended for one match following his red card against
Trinity.
“Watching from the sideline
sucks, especially when we’re
going out there and recording big wins,” O’Connell said.
“After missing a lot of action,
I feel like I have a ton of
energy; I’m starting to get my
groove back.”
The Jumbos will get a
chance to add another win
to their turnaround season
and return to the high level
of play Ferrigno saw against
Trinity when they take on
NESCAC rival Williams at
home this Saturday. The Ephs
are 10-1-0 on the season, and
their 5-1-0 record against
league opponents puts them
in third place. But that single
loss came on Saturday, when
they fell 3-2 to Middlebury in
double overtime.
“All the pressure is on
them,” Jozwiak said. “They’re
the ones in contention for the
league title; we’re just going
to come out and play.”
“Williams
is
coming
off a tough loss at home,”
O’Connell added. “We’re
expecting them to be out for
blood.”

SCHEDULE | October 18 - October 24
WED

5

In the men’s soccer team’s win
over Plymouth State last Wednesday, the Jumbos scored five goals,
ended a five-game run by the
Panthers, built off a 5-0 win over
Bowdoin the previous Saturday,
and extended their winning streak
to five games (which started with
a 5-0 spanking of Salve Regina).

Number of consecutive weeks
the Arizona Cardinals blew firstquarter 14-point leads. This has
never been done twice in an
NFL season, let alone in backto-back weeks. This just in: The
Cardinals suck.

lap, and he finished it nicely.”
“I don’t think Jon scored
a single goal in practice in
his first three years here, let
alone in a varsity match,”
Ferrigno added. “This season,
he’s netted three. He’s a secret
weapon for us now.”
After Glass scored, the
Corsairs struggled to penetrate the Jumbo defense, and
opportunities for UMassDartmouth were limited the
rest of the way.
The same could not be said
for Tufts, however, as shots
from Jozwiak in the 76th
minute, senior striker Mattia
Chason in the 81st minute,
and junior midfielder Alex
Botwinick in the 82nd minute all appeared goal-bound,
but sprawling saves by Rolfe
denied the trio. Tufts outshot
UMass-Dartmouth 17-6 on
the game.
With the victory, the Jumbos
recorded their fifth shutout in
seven games. Junior defender
Andrew Drucker praised the
back line’s leadership, especially citing the presence of
senior Aaron Nass on the
back line.
“We have two juniors
and two seniors starting
on defense, and I think you
can see that experience in
our organization and communication,” Drucker said.
“Aaron’s return after missing
last season has made a difference.”
Another leg up for the

continued from page 20

Sox created on the South Side
during the World Series season
of 2005 and the buzz Bears fans
went to bed feeling Monday
night.
Down 23-17 with 2:58 left
in the game, Hester caught
Cardinals punter Scott Player’s
kick and exploded up the middle, dodged two tacklers, and
beat Player into the end zone
for an 83-yard TD before leaping into the arms of grateful
teammates.
In the press box, a Bears official summed up the sentiments
of everybody in Chicago watching “Monday Night Football,”
by screaming “Yeah, baby!!!” as
he pounded his fist.
When Neil Rackers missed a
41-yard field-goal attempt with
48 seconds left, the reaction
was more a sigh of relief as an
entire city received more proof
to believe this is was the Bears’
year.
It will be a game the Bears
know they stole.
The Bears defense tried
mightily to outscore the
Cardinals by scoring two touchdowns but missed enough tackles early on to look more worthy of comparisons to the `75
defense, which was 4-10, than
the `85 Super Bowl champs.
The
offense
and
Rex
Grossman, who accounted for

2
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0

31

Number of offensive touchdowns scored by the Chicago
Bears on Monday. The Bears got
two TDs from its defense and an
83-yard punt return from Devin
Hester to complete their comeback 24-23 win over Arizona in
Monday Night Football.

The number of players suspended after Saturday’s “footbrawl” between the University of
Miami and Florida International.
YouTube that.

THURS

FRI

SAT

SUN

Field Hockey

vs. Wiliams
1 p.m.

Football

vs. Wiliams
1:30 p.m.

MON

TUES
vs. Endicott
4 p.m.

Men’s
Cross Country
Women’s
Cross Country
vs. Williams
2:30 p.m.

Men's Soccer

vs. Wiliams
12 p.m.

Women’s
Soccer

Hall of Fame Hall of Fame
Tourney
Tourney
TBA
TBA

Volleyball

STATISTICS | STANDINGS
Field Hockey

Women's Soccer

Men's Soccer

Volleyball

Football

(6-4, 3-3 NESCAC)

(6-2-2, 4-1-2 NESCAC)

(5-5-1, 2-4-1 NESCAC)

(15-5, 2-2 NESCAC)

(3-1)

CONFERENCE

CONFERENCE OVERALL

Bowdoin
Williams
Middlebury
Trinity
Tufts
Wesleyan
Amherst
Bates
Conn. Coll.
Colby

W
6
6
6
4
3
3
1
1
1
1

L
1
1
1
2
3
3
5
5
5
6

W
9
9
10
7
6
6
4
5
5
3

L
1
1
1
3
4
5
6
5
6
7

Individual Statistics
G
I.Casellas-Katz
3
Michelle Kelly
5
Stacey Watkins
3
Marlee Kutcher
3
Tess Jasinski
1
Brittany Holiday 2
Kathleen Martin 1
Corey Green
1
Emma Kozumbo 0
J. Williamson
0
Katie Pagos
0

A Pts
6 12
0 10
2 8
1 7
3 5
0 4
1 3
0 2
1 1
1 1
0 0

Amherst
Tufts
Williams
Middlebury
Bates
Colby
Wesleyan
Bowdoin
Conn. Coll.
Trinity

W
5
4
4
4
4
2
3
2
0
0

L
0
1
1
2
3
2
4
4
5
6

OVERALL

T W L T
1 8 1 1
2 6 2 2
2 8 1 3
1 6 2 1
0 9 3 0
3 6 2 3
0 5 6 0
1 4 5 2
1 2 7 1
1 2 8 1

Individual Statistics
Lauren Fedore
Martha Furtek
Fanna Gamal
Rebecca Abbott
Whitney Hardy
Jesslyn Jamison
Ali Maxwell
Jessie Wagner
Joelle Emery
Abby Werner
Kim Harrington

Goalkeeping
GA S S% Goalkeeping
M. Duffy-Cabana 13 61 .824 Annie Ross

G
5
3
3
2
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

A Pts
1 11
3 9
1 7
2 6
0 2
0 2
0 2
2 2
1 1
1 1
1 1

GA S S%
9 45 .833

CONFERENCE

Wesleyan
Amherst
Williams
Bowdoin
Middlebury
Tufts
Bates
Colby
Conn. Coll.
Trinity

W
5
6
5
5
4
2
2
1
1
1

L
0
1
1
2
3
4
4
5
6
6

T W L T
1 8 0 2
0 11 1 0
0 10 1 0
0 8 2 0
0 8 3 0
1 5 4 1
1 5 5 1
1 3 5 2
0 4 6 1
0 2 8 1

Individual Statistics
Mattia Chason
Dan Jozwiak
Ben Castellot
Alex Botwinick
Bear Duker
Bob Kastoff
Jon Glass
Peter DeGregorio
Sam James
Andrew Drucker
Joey Stampone
Goalkeeping
Pat Tonelli

G
5
4
3
2
3
2
2
1
0
0
0

A
2
1
1
3
1
2
0
1
1
1
1

Williams
Amherst
Tufts
Bowdoin
Conn. Coll.
Wesleyan
Colby
Trinity
Middlebury
Bates
Hamilton

W
7
5
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
1
0

L
0
1
2
2
2
3
4
4
5
5
7

W
18
19
16
13
17
13
11
9
11
10
7

L
4
1
5
6
5
6
12
6
8
13
14

Individual Statistics
Pts
12
9
7
7
7
6
4
3
1
1
1

GA Svs Sv%
18 53 .746

CONFERENCE

CONFERENCE OVERALL

OVERALL

Offensive
Harrison
Wysham
Filocco
Allende
Denniston
Helgeson
O'Reilly
Defensive
Wysham
Allende
Filocco
Ripecky
Goldstein
Harrison

Kills SA
306 26
253 30
231 17
107 5
81
3
47
3
30 10
B Digs
96 67
53 20
21 209
0 281
0 390
30 263

A
2
1
4
8
18
3
751

Williams
Tufts
Trinity
Middlebury
Amherst
Wesleyan
Colby
Hamilton
Bates
Bowdoin

W
4
3
3
3
3
2
1
1
0
0

L Pct
0 1.000
1 .667
1 .667
1 .667
1 .667
2 .500
3 .250
3 .250
4 .000
4 .000

Individual Statistics
Passing
Russo

C-A Yds. TD
43-76 428 4

Rushing
Georges
Forde
Cammuso
Anderson
Gaylord
Guild

Att. Yds. TD
52 266 1
31 102 0
0
62
17
0
43
13
1
38
14
1
26
9

Receiving
Halas
Menty
VonAncken
Jagiela

No. Yds. TD
12 176 4
14 130 0
0
35
5
0
31
3

NSCAA Div. III Women's Soccer
Regional Rankings
(as of Oct. 17, 2006)
Ranking, Team (Record)
1. Western Conn. State (15-0-0)
2. Wheaton (14-1-0)
3. Amherst (8-1-1)
4. Williams (8-1-3)
5. Tufts (6-2-2)
6. Bates (9-3-0)
7. Colby (6-2-3)
8. Middlebury (6-2-1`)
9. Endicott (14-2-0)
10. Springfield (8-4-0)

NSCAA Div. III Women's
Soccer Regional Rankings
(as of Oct. 17, 2006)
Ranking, Team (Record)
1. Western Conn. State (15-0-0)
2. Wheaton (14-1-0)
3. Amherst (8-1-1)
4. Williams (8-1-3)
5. Tufts (6-2-2)
6. Bates (9-3-0)
7. Colby (6-2-3)
8. Middlebury (6-2-1`)
9. Endicott (14-2-0)
10. Springfield (8-4-0)
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INSIDE COLLEGE BASKETBALL

EVANS CLINCHY | DIRTY WATER

Villanova senior hopes injuries are behind him
BY

ADAM COOPERSTOCK

‘Moneyball’’s miscues

T

here’s something to be said for

Senior Staff Writer

being a fickle sports fan. Allow

Injuries in sports are just part of the
game. They happen all the time with varying degrees of severity. All athletes accept
this risk when they go into action, and,
unfortunately, some players fight a constant
battle against it during their entire careers.
Perhaps the most promising college
basketball player to be plagued by injury in recent memory is Villanova’s Curtis
Sumpter. The 6’7” Sumpter, a senior forward
from Brooklyn, N.Y., tore the ACL in his left
knee twice between March and October of
last season, forcing him to miss the end of
the Wildcats’ 2005 NCAA Tournament run
and their entire 2005-06 campaign as well.
Sumpter was part of coach Jay Wright’s
first star-studded recruiting class that
included guards Randy Foye and Allan Ray
and center Jason Fraser, a group that helped
reestablish the Wildcats as a force in the
extremely competitive Big East Conference.
Sumpter was supposed to be the Wildcats’
best player and NBA prospect when he
arrived on campus with Ray, Foye and
Fraser.
After getting acquainted in his first year
in Philly, he exploded onto the scene in
2003-04 and followed up with an even better junior season. He averaged 15 points
and seven boards a game while shooting
nearly 47 percent from the field, including
43 percent from three-point range, the one
major weakness in his game during his first
two seasons.
Things looked sunny for Sumpter and
the Wildcats as they went against Florida in
the second round of the NCAA Tournament
until Sumpter tore the ligament with eight
minutes remaining in the first half. While
Villanova went on to defeat the Gators,
they fought valiantly before losing by a
single point in the Sweet Sixteen to North
Carolina, which went on to win the national championship. While ‘Nova could have
used Sumpter then, he was focused on
returning to the court for the 2005-06 season.
An ACL tear can immediately jeopardize
an athlete’s career. Treatment of the injury
requires at least six months of serious physical therapy following surgery to restore
the strength necessary for the ligament to
withstand the rigors of serious athletics.
Sumpter underwent the first knee surgery
in April and immediately began an intense
rehab program to prepare himself for the
upcoming season.
Sumpter worked hard in rehab and was
cleared to return to practice in October. He
was the Wildcats’ best inside presence and
the centerpiece of a team that had Final
Four aspirations. However, less than two
weeks after returning to practice, he landed
awkwardly on the knee and, despite wearing
a brace, re-injured the ACL. It forced Wright
to switch to a four-guard lineup that, while
bringing Villanova much success, struggled
against Florida’s big men and led to defeat
in the Elite Eight.
Sumpter again underwent surgery and
went through a strenuous rehab program.
Near the end of February, he appeared close

me to explain.

DAVID POKRESS/MCT

Villanova’s Curtis Sumpter shoots over Pittsburgh’s Chris Taft during their Big East
Tournament in March 2005. Sumpter will return to the court for the Wildcats this season
after suffering two ACL injuries in his left knee.
to being ready to return to the court and
faced a huge decision. He had the option of
coming back for the NCAA Tournament to
finish his career with Ray, Foye and Fraser
in their quest to win a national championship. Alternatively, he could red shirt to preserve his final year of eligibility. After several
evaluations by doctors as well as consulting
with Wright and his family, he ultimately
opted to wait until this season to return to
action.
Sumpter’s prudent decision was a huge
boon for a program that is rebuilding following the loss of Ray, Foye, Fraser and

guard Kyle Lowry. Sumpter is the undisputed leader of a team that is talented but
relatively inexperienced. Sumpter will be
looking to lead this group back to the NCAA
Tournament and regain the form that had
his coaches, teammates, opponents and
NBA scouts equally impressed.
Whether he regains the agility and explosiveness in his left knee remains to be
seen. However, with a full year to recover,
it is much more likely that Sumpter will
be healthy and perhaps able to realize his
potential.
The Wildcats will be hoping he does

Global players adjust to demands of American athletics
INTERNATIONAL
continued from page 20

filled,” said sophomore Lauren Kaplan, a
former soccer player from Taipei, Taiwan.
“Tryouts are more just a formality; they’ve
already established their teams. It’s hard
to send a scout out to an international
school, and I understand that, but it puts
us at a disadvantage.”
Once she arrived on campus, Kaplan
decided to turn to a sport where the roster
was more open and joined the fencing
team.
“Fencing is a smaller, less well-known
sport at Tufts,” Kaplan said. “They are
always looking for new fencers. They do
recruit, but they don’t get that many
recruits a year, because the people that
are already into fencing want to go to the
big-name schools.”
Certain teams have more of an attraction for international athletes than others. Teams with large rosters that have
the luxury of retaining many athletes,
— such as crew, swimming and track

— frequently sport more diverse teams.
For example, this year’s men’s novice
crew team includes Lebanese freshman
Rami Bibi, British-German freshman Simon
Brugelmann and Mexican junior David
Zabludowsky. Juniors Sami Shammas of
Kuwait and Carlo Jacob of Trinidad and
Tobago have both been swimmers since
their freshman year, and freshman Sonia
Tan of Singapore is now a member of the
women’s cross country team.
Squash, soccer and tennis are all popular international sports that subsequently see a large international population.
Junior Kris Leetavorn of Thailand plays
for the men’s squash team, and senior
Silvia Schmid of Milan, Italy, has been a
member of the women’s tennis team since
last year. Senior Mattia Chason of Italy, the
men’s soccer team’s leading scorer, grew
up playing club soccer in Rome.
Chason had no contact with men’s
soccer coach Ralph Ferrigno during
his senior year of high school, though
Ferrigno did see Chason play in a sum-

mer soccer camp before his freshman
year at Tufts. Initially, Chason chose not
to try out, instead opting to train with
the men’s team during the spring of his
freshman year, and ultimately earned
a spot on the varsity squad during his
sophomore year tryout.
In addition to the challenge of adjusting to a new team, Chason encountered a
different style of play in the States.
“Here, the mentality is, you have to
win no matter what,” Chason said. “It’s
very competitive, and you have to be very
aggressive. For me in Italy, it was more a
pleasure to play. Here it was more stressful to play, and the mentality is different.
You run a lot more here.”
Freshman Ariel Almeida of Brazil, a new
player on the men’s JV soccer team, has discovered some technical variations as well.
“It’s a little different,” Almeida said.
“[The game] is a little faster in Brazil, and
you hold the ball more. There aren’t that
many differences, but I’m still getting
adjusted.”

In my opinion, a good sports fan is one
who’s willing to switch allegiances in the
postseason. When your team loses, you
don’t give up on the sport altogether; you
find a new team, and for one month, you
follow them religiously.
For me — I suppose this is my inner
sports writer speaking — it’s all about finding the best story and rooting for it. This
January, for example, when the Patriots
got knocked out of the AFC playoffs in
the second round, I broke out the Terrible
Towels and spent the rest of the month
rooting for the Steelers. Why? Because I
wanted to see Jerome Bettis come back to
Detroit and win a title.
This spring, when Danny Ainge ran
the Celtics franchise into the ground and
watched them lose 49 games, I became a
Heat fan. My reasoning was simple: I hate
Kobe Bryant, and I wanted nothing more
than to see Shaq win a title without him.
So far, it all seems simple. But here’s
where my theory gets tricky. Sometimes,
the most interesting story isn’t the one
with the happy ending. So sometimes I
turn sadistic, and instead of picking a
team to root for, I choose one to root
against.
That’s the case this October: One of
the more overlooked stories in this year’s
baseball playoffs has been the plight of the
Oakland Athletics, and I, for one, find that
particular story fascinating. A’s GM Billy
Beane, generally believed to be one of the
brightest minds in baseball, has consistently built a team that can fight its way
into the playoffs despite having a small
budget.
Once October rolls around, however,
it’s a whole different story. Between 2000
and 2003, the A’s went to four straight
AL Division Series and lost all four, three
games to two. They finally returned to
the postseason in 2006, and after sweeping through the first round, they were
promptly swept right back, falling to the
Tigers in four games.
What is wrong with the Oakland A’s?
How have they become the Buffalo Bills of
the American League? What, if anything, is
Billy Beane doing wrong?
Billy, of course, is the subject of Michael
Lewis’ 2003 book, “Moneyball: The Art
of Winning an Unfair Game.” The book
exposes the GM’s revolutionary ideas on
how to build a baseball team and chronicles his successes in rebuilding the A’s
franchise.
If you haven’t read it, I recommend you
track down a copy right away; it’s arguably
the best sports book ever written. But even
if you have already read the book, here’s
a passage that I doubt you’ll remember:
It concerns Grady Fuson, the A’s former
head scout, and a certain first-round pick
from the 2001 draft.
“When Grady leaned into the phone to
take Bonderman,” Lewis writes, “Billy, in
a single motion, erupted from his chair,
grabbed it and hurled it right through
the wall. When the chair hit the wall, it
didn’t bang and clang; it exploded. Until
they saw the hole Billy had made in it, the
scouts had assumed that the wall was, like
their futures, solid.”
“Bonderman” was none other than
pitcher Jeremy Bonderman, a high school
junior who had rushed to earn a GED,
rather than wait another year to enter
the draft. Billy has always urged against
picking high school players, as they’re too
risky and there’s too much uncertainty to
predict their futures.
Naturally, Billy gave up on Jeremy
Bonderman. A year later, when the A’s
picked up Ted Lilly from the Yankees in
a three-way trade, Bonderman was the
“player to be named later” in the deal,
shipped off to Detroit along with two other
players.
The Tigers only had to give up one player
to pick up Bonderman, Carlos Pena and
Franklyn German. That one player was Jeff
Weaver — the same Jeff Weaver who earned
see CLINCHY, page 17
Evans Clinchy is a sophomore who has not
yet declared a major.
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FIELD HOCKEY

Wesleyan’s Cardinals are seeing red after 3-1 trouncing by Tufts
BY

CARLY HELFAND

Daily Staff Writer

With a 3-1 victory over Wesleyan yesterday afternoon, the field hockey team
became the sole occupants of fifth place
FIELD HOCKEY
at Bello Field, Tuesday
Wesleyan
Tufts

0
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Scoring: Hardy, Gamal
Saves: Tonelli,

in the NESCAC with a league record of
4-3. In the process, Tufts pushed the
Cardinals into sixth place with a 3-4
league mark.
In addition, the Jumbos — who now
boast a 7-4 overall record — secured
a berth in the NESCAC tournament,
as their offensive output in this game
surpassed that of their last two matches
combined.
The win was a crucial one for the
Jumbos, who were finally able to recover from two frustrating defeats.
“The win was huge today,” Coach
Tina McDavitt said. “We were rebounding from two tough losses that we had
the ability — if we had played better
— to win.”
Following consecutive 2-1 losses
to league rivals Bowdoin and Trinity,
the Jumbos’ coaching staff worked to
improve the anemic offense during
Monday’s practice.
“[The forwards] were working with
the assistant coaches and taking really
quick shots,” senior Kathleen Martin
see Field Hockey page 17
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Senior forward Kathleen Martin fights for the ball in the field hockey team’s 3-1 win over NESCAC rival Wesleyan last night. The win separated the two teams — which were tied for fifth place in the league standings — and stopped a two-game slide by the Jumbos.

MEN’S SOCCER

INTERNATIONAL ATHLETES

Jumbos roll over UMass-Dartmouth Some internationals call
Tufts sports teams home
BY

MATT MERTENS

Contributing Writer

BY

On a drizzly afternoon at
Kraft Field, the men’s soccer
team rebounded from a 3-1
MEN’S SOCCER
at Kraft Field, Tuesday
Wesleyan
Tufts

0
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Scoring: Hardy, Gamal
Saves: Tonelli

loss on Saturday to emerge as
2-0 victors over the visiting
UMass-Dartmouth Corsairs
yesterday.
The Jumbos have won six of
their past seven matches and
have conceded only five goals
in that span, while UMassDartmouth suffered its third
defeat in four games. The victory pushed Tufts above .500
for the first time this season,
advancing its record to 6-5-1,
while the Corsairs fell to 5-7-1
overall.
Despite the win and its
implications for the team’s
record, coach Ralph Ferrigno
was unimpressed with his
team’s play during the match.
“We did not perform to the
same level that we were at prior
to [losing to] Trinity,” Ferrigno
said. “After we scored, something came out of our play.
We need to stay focused for
the entire 90 minutes or the
lapses will cost us against better opposition.”
Junior striker Dan Jozwiak

KELLEY VENDELAND

Daily Editorial Board
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Freshman Bear Duker marks an opponent in the men’s soccer team’s 2-0
win over non-conference UMass-Dartmouth last night.
opened the scoring in the 20th
minute with his sixth goal
of the season. Freshman Ari
Kobren sent the ball towards

the UMass-Dartmouth goal
and Jozwiak capitalized on a
see MEN’S SOCCER, page 18

While Tufts students might
expect to find international students in their political science
or international relations classes, they might be just as likely
to find them defending Jumbo
honor on the soccer pitch or
rowing on the Malden River.
Tufts is known for its international character — 15 percent
of the Class of 2010 is international, a figure that continues
to rise — and that diversity is
reflected within the Athletics
Department as well.
“[The percentage of athletes
from outside the U.S. is] not a
statistic that we track,” Director
of Athletics Bill Gehling said.
“My feeling is that our varsity programs are absolutely
open to everyone and anyone
at Tufts. As the university has
become more international, I
think our sports teams have as
well.”
Gehling
acknowledged
that while coaches are more
involved in the recruiting process than ever before, by and
large, international athletes are
not explicitly recruited for Tufts
teams.
“There’s a big reason for [the
lack of international recruitment], and that’s because the
financial aid that is available for
international students is very
limited,” Gehling said. “That
causes issues for us when trying to recruit internationally.”

Although global recruiting
is limited, tryouts remain an
integral part of establishing the
final roster, allowing international athletes an opportunity
to prove themselves to coaches.
“The final process for all
of our teams is wide open,”
Gehling said. “If someone was
not specifically recruited, but
comes out for the team and
is better than those who were
recruited, they will make the
team over someone who was
recruited. It’s not like a Div. I
program where a coach is never
going to cut a scholarship athlete.”
Indeed, coaches often wish
that they had more of an opportunity to mine international talent.
“Our squash coach [Doug
Eng] has expressed to me that
financial aid limitations cause
problems for him,” Gehling
said. “But our coaches are
going to look everywhere and
anywhere that they can to find
top quality student athletes for
their teams. If they can enhance
their team by looking abroad,
then they will.”
Although the Department
of Athletics maintains that
teams are open to all, not every
incoming international athlete
perceives this to be true.
“I couldn’t do soccer, because
there are no recruiters [in
Taiwan], and the team is already
see INTERNATIONAL, page 19

